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New YOJ'k Sugar Market, .Jall. H.-Raws un('hallged. Re~ 
1illed ll1U'Ilallg'pd. Net cash (}notations are: Centrifngals, 
,t 87;5<',; (hallnlated, 5,:3,lc, Ih~t'(~i)Jts, 2!J.!)(jl tOllS, Meltings, 
::,,-':,000 i-OIl s, '1'olal Ktock ill Fo 111'. ]'ol'ls, ~S, 131 ton s, ag-a illst 
~(j,100 tOllS last wet'];:, alld 1 !J,l,/i:!l tOllS last year, Estimated 
:dloats to the tJ1Jiied :-\ta/('s hom Cnba alld "-('st Indies, 
]0,000 JOIls; .JaYa, 12,000 tOllS; Hawaii. :!O,IlOO tOllS; Enrope, 
20,(}()(J tOllS; 1'('I'U, Ih~l\lel'lIl'a, &c, ~O,(JflO tOil>;; total ~2,OOO tOllS, 
ngainst fJ3.000 tom; last ,\'('al'. '1'11('1'(:' is little to 1I0te ill the 
j'a\Y sUg':tr mal'ket (,X('P]!I: ('olltilln('<1 s/-(',l<lill(>ss fo]' til(' ",('(,k. 
wil-1I Oldy lJl()(lenlte iTmls<II'/-iolls <It thp elll'I'PIIl" quotat-iolls, 
The "('('('ipts "'('l'(~ ,('qllal to nit' !ll('l1illg's <llId s1'o('ks J"(';llain 
pI'adi('all,\' 1l11t'h'lllg'p(1. Nupplips ill Cuba are int'reasillg, but 
oJTt>!'iJlg'S fl'(;1ll O\('I'l' amI fl'()]11 nil' ,,-('S/- Indies me sii II mod-
<Tal(' alJ(1 llleet ",Hh l'l'ady salt', 
'l'l!e c:onsumptioll of sugar in the {J uiied ~Ha tes fO!' the year 
:1 !HlO was 2,21!J,S,l7 long tOilS, POI' the pre\'ious ,\"('m', til<' 
consumption was :!,07:-\,()(jS tons. showing nearly S(,\,('11 per 
('ent increase, wIlieh is aoo\-(' the an'l'age inl'l'ense 1'01' previous 
yt'at'S, Of the total consumption oilly ahout 2TIl,nOIl tom; were 
credHpd to Hawaii, and about t-lw samp :lIllOuut was produced 
in the United States, 'l'he heet su/-!:<l1' IH'odun'd in the United 
fltates dul'ill/-!: the same yl'aI' was S2,7:W tOIlS, alld of maple 
l;n/-!::ll', only 5,000 tOI1S wel'e pl'odll<'ed. 
'l'he eOllllllUni('aiion of Prof. Cl'awl<,y. relatiyl' to spots of 
pOOl' Hoi! in lo('ali/ips wlipr!' tlu' slll'l'oullding soil is good, wiII 
:lit-met the a Hen tion of othpr (~U Ith-atol's lwsidps pIa n iPI'S, 
:-\u('h spots :Ire oc:c:asionally found h(>I'(> as in oOU'1' ('Olllltr'ies, 
llud how to deal with them is Ofil'l1 a pmr.zle, He Nu/-!:gests a 
remedy, which no douht- will hring good I'(>sulh~. at lpast in 
some localities, 
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At the ninety·second half·yeal'ly meeting of the Colonial 
~ugar Refining Company, lately held in Sydney, the report for 
the six months ending Oct. 1, showed that the profits, after 
making the usual deductions, amounted to £89,381 3s. 5(1., and, 
with the previous balance of £f.ll,5l)(j 8s. 3d., brought the toi-a I 
amount available for dishibution to £180,l)77 11s, 8d. The, 
hoard of directol's proposed to appropriate £8l),344 to the pay· 
ment of a dividend at the rate of 10 per cent. pel' annum, free 
of income tax, and to cal'l'Y forward £l)1,633 11s, 8d, The con· 
tinuance of the dry weather in Queensland, and the sharp 
frosts in Sew South ,Vales, have tended to l'eduec the ont· 
tUl'll of the crops now being cut, and it is therefore improbable 
that the anticipation of an .increased yield on the return for 
1900 will be realized, The Chairman said that it was unfor· 
tunate that tlwy had had to buy so lal'gely in Java for this 
:)'(ar's ('onsumption, but until the weather conditions improved 
the pl'oduetion of these colonies must continue to fall short of 
ihe consumption.-Exchange, 
A "l'e(:!'lIt writ!'I' says: "(';\11(' sugar can }Jroballly be PI'O· 
dll('ed, llnd('r like ('ir('nmstaneps-as I'('gards bOllntips, &('-
fIJI' Il'ss ('ost than bept sugal', and the bpst can!' sugar is sup· 
f>I'iOl' to beet sugar, 
"In the beet sugar industl'Y, agri('ulturp l\l1d manufadul'ing 
have bel'n absoJutel~' divorced, This is tl'ue of all oth('1' in· 
dustries of an~' moment ('xcept the cane sugar' industry, where 
1he Pl'O(,(,SS of divorC'e is going 011. So eoHon ]Jlant(~I' would 
dl'('am of spinning and weavill!" his o\\'n Jlroduet; no sheep· 
(lWl1('1' would attempt to manufaei:ul'p woolen goods, But thp , 
!'lUle sugal' plantel's have not yet divl'sted thenuH'ln~s wholly 
:)f the id('a that they should manufadlll'e sugar as wpll as I'aise 
("ane, But the chang!' is in prog)'I'SH, '1'hpl'(, is a IllHl'kpd 
lPlH}pn('y to the prodlll'tion of ('anI' by fl'pe lahor on Hlllall 
b'ads of ground, and publit alld private l'utp)'IJI'isp is awakplI-
illg to the importan('e of developing cane that will proflu('p 
1I10r!' to the aer<', and yipld llIOI'e sugar in IH'()]lOl"tion to its 
weight. "'ith a compll'te modernization of the illdustr,'-' the 
('anI' illdustry will no doubt recover prosperity," 
'I'he following is an extract: fl'om a Heport by Neville Luh· 
bod:: "There is one condition of the sugar industry in 'frin· 
idnd "'hidl is, I think of great interest and which, I believe 
(.xists in no other sugar·produ('ing country in the world, It 
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:., this, that a large proportion-about one-fifth of the crop-
is now produced, so far as raw material, viz, the canes are' con-
cerned, by small farmers. I take some credit to myself 
for having been the pioneer of this industry. When 
I was in the Colony in 1882, I took a good deal of pains to 
(ndeavor to start the system. 'With some difficulty I persuad-
ed some eight small fanners to start growing canes with a 
view to their sale to the factories, and from 1883 onwards the 
ipdustry has steadily increased, and last crop there were n') 
Il'sS than G,G!W of these small farmers, who produced 106,741 
ions of ('anes. At first the system arranged upon was the 
pUrL'hasp of these canes standing and for the factory to do 
the cutting' and tIl(' bauling'. It subsequpntly appeared that the 
f:u'mel's 11l'pfl'I'I'pd to do tllPiI' own cutting and hauling', and 
ihe ('[lJH'S m'p now delivPI'pd at the fa('tories 01' at loading 
f..tai"ions, wheI'e th!' weigh-bridges are eI'pded. The s~'stem 
appem's to be still extpnding, and I fully expe(·t beforp long to 
:;pc fully onp-thiI'd of the sugar crop of tIl(' island pI'odlH'pd in 
ilJis malllH'r.'" 
Rf'aders of this 11l0nthl~' will find in it all int!'rpsting account 
(f the sugar indm;tl'Y in Jaya and Que!'nsland, both of which 
counhi!'s weI'!, yisitpd hy th!' wl'iteI', who is til(' f'li!'mist on the 
Papaikou Plantation. ROl1lP fa('ts aI'!' pI'pspntp(] which are 
l,ot gene]'all~' known hpI'e, nnd thosp who arp familial' with the 
methods adopted in Hawaii, will notp thp adYantng!'s which 
"'p POSSf'SS oyer both the countries rpfpI'I'pd to. ,JaYa, how-
eyer, has one great adyantage in the abundance of f'hpap lahor, 
although it may be of an infprior quality and is SPf'ur!'rl at vpry 
Imy ratp:;, the Dllteli govprnmpnt apparpntly haying suprpme 
("ontrol of it thI'oughout the island. 'l'be Dutch goyernl1lpnt 
is largply intel'psted in this as well as onwr Ipading indusiries 
ihpI'(', and ('olltrols the natiy(> popUlation, as nlPY are }lrob-
robly lIot ('OIliTolled in any othPI' sngar gro"'ing ('ountry. This, 
hOWpyeI', Illay still be all for the benefit of the natives thpm-
~'('IY(,H. In Quepnsland, the lahOI' question is a yeI"~· dill'el'pnt 
onp, and laboreI's are not easily to be obtained. 'rhe larger 
1'lalltatiom; iIll]l(JI't Routh Rea iHlanders, hnt this sonr('(' of 
labor will probably be cut 011'. when the npw laws of the 
j'edel'al goyprun1,ent are 'eufor(,l'd, whil'h will probably fOl'bid 
the importation of islandt'rs or even Chinese uuder contracts 
of any forIll, though it is possible that some compromise may 
he efl'p('h'd, puahling' the importation of forpign labol'prs. 'rhe 
III no ('ountTy probably, is the be(:t sugar industry more
IJl'ospprous thall in Germany, which has about four hUlldl'ed
factol'ies, IIpal'ly all of whi('h are in aIle gl'l'at eombille, whieh .
itandll's the ('I'Op and r("gulatl's the ]lriee and tel'm8 of sale.
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Chinese are willing to work on sugar plantations, but the
{lrejlldiee against them is so great as to amount to a virtua}:
prohibition. The frequent Hnd pl'olonged droughts in Queens"
land militate against the expansion of the sugar industry, but
it is probable that a system of il"l'igation, with water from
1he nUnH'l'OUS streams will ill time oyer('ome this drawbaek.
The bill to In'oYide for the estahlishllll'nt of Rugal' EXIH'ri:
nl('Ilt Rtations in Queensland, gin's power to the l\linistl'y to
(:::tahlish and equip stations for ('onduding experiments in
connedion with ~mgar cane and its lll'odllets, fO!' preventing
the slil'eacl of disease in eane, and for otherwise promoting the
\l'l'll"being of the sugar industry. Pl'oyision is made fOJ' the
lil'pointment of a Dil'("C'tor of sugar P)qlPrillll>nt stations, (Dr.
Maxwell), who may from time to time appoint su('h insp('dOl's
and other offieers as may he nceessal',v. 'rhcrc is to be ('stah"
lishl'd a fund to be ('aned the Sngar Fund, for whit'h purpose
the l\finister is pmpowel'pd to Ipvy an assessment of one pPTlny
(\n evel'y ton of sug-m' (,al](, re('ein~d at a sngm' works, snell
~lssessllll'nt to he paid in the first instnn('e by thl' ownel' of tIl('
\yorks, and to lw home in e~nnl pm-ts hy the ownl'l' of thl'
'.\'oT'l,s nnd the gl'O\VPI' of thp eanp, pa(,h ('onhihnting' onl'-half
ppnny ppr ton. Provision is made for elHlowmpnt fl'om the
Consolidated Revenne of £1 f01' p:wh £1 so ('ontrihntpd, with
ll]'ovision fOJ' an advan('e hy thp Govel'nnwnt in antieipation
:If tlw first mll1na1 assl'ssnH"nt. '1'11(' Din'dol' of sngar expl'ri-
lIlent stations is I'eqnil'l'd to makl' nil nnnnal l'ep01't upon the
f.1ations undl'r his ('olltrol, the ndmillisll'ation of thp fll1J(l 1
• (OJwl"allv on HIP ('OIHIHion of the indllstl'Y in Qnpensland.
'" . .
Rl'gnlations lIIay ])(' mndp by the nOYPJ'nOl'-in-('onil('il. 'I'ltpse
:11'(' to ])(' pl'l'spnt('d to I'm·1 i:I1lH'1I L wh i('ll may wUh iII forty'
lln)'s anllul thp wholt' OJ' any P:ll't h)' l'psolutiOIl; hut- thp I'(·I.!;U-
lations al'(, to haye the force of law imnwdiately 011 publica-
tion, and snbs("qlwllt a(,tioll of l'm'liallwnt is to ])(' without
IH'Pjudicp to anything dOllp in the lIH'an1inlP ullder the pro-
d slom; of SUl'11 I'l'guIn lions. Hel.!;u latiolls may imPOi:W a
ppnalty not (·x('('l'dinl.!; £20 for allY bre:wlt.-i-\ugal' Jourllal.
\Vithin th(' past ye:u', the' pric('s of all kinds of commercial·
fertiliz('rs, sueh as are used on the sugar planhitions of Louisi-
The German laws are made with special i'eference to securing
the best mode of disposing the enormous crop so as to secure
to'the beet growers the highest prices, at the same time that it
prevents a glut ,in the sugar market. A large part of the crop
is sold for export, and here is where the combination proves
['0 be of great service to the growers and the factol'ies 01' re-
fi.neries. Rpedal efforts are constantly being made to improve
the processes of manufacture, and a good factory is expected
1I0t to loose more than one per cent of the sugar content of the
beet, as shown by la,bOl'atory tests. The Germans are expect-
ing strenuous cOlllpetition when the Cuban sugar factories
again l'esume operations, as they are Slue to do soon,-and
are bending every effort to devise ways for making sugar from
beets as cheaply as it can be produced from cane. Cuba, under
Amel'ican protection, is bound to become a great cane sugar
pl'oducer, and will surely make enough to more than supply
lill the forei'gn sugar that America will require. And this
within thenext ten yem's.
I
I
I
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TII'lET SUGAR.-'l'he soil of some portions of Califol'l1ia is
developing most favorably for sugar beet culture. 'fhe Oxnard'
Company, in its last yem"s campaign, sliced over 70,000 tons
of beets, and the ,werage sugar in the beets was reported by
the chief chemist to have been 18 pel' cent. 'fhis is even better
than the average exttaction in E1ll'ope, "'here the work of
cultivation and extraction is supposed to be the best. There
may be something in the soil of California which gives this
extraordinmy result. At all events, it cannot help giving to
that industry a very great impetus. 'l'he alllount paid by the
Oxnard factor'y to the i'armers for theIr beets was ~850.000.
\Vith such fa;yorable results, the beet sugar industry in that
State will lllost l'ertainly inl'reasc very rapidl.'" Already the
beet sugar intel'pst of Califlll'nia exceeds $1,000,000 an-
nually, and will incrl'ase from year to year. It is said that the
I'('fineries find it for their interest to mix tlle cane and beet
sugars, as the latter is not l'onsidered quite equal in quality to
the cane 'sugar. Experts claim to be able to distinguish one
from the other, but probably' nine out of ten housewives can-
not do so, unless pure samples of eacll are placed before them
to be tested.
Ji'ER.'l'ILIZERS !lln'~LYCE IN PRICE.
The bountiful }'ains of this month have long been needrd to
fill the mountains, plains and subtermnean resel'Y{)irs of these
h,lands. The opening of spl'ings and hidden basins of water in
places where none had hel'etofore been found, and where it
st:emed impossible to find it, will certainly I'esult: in extending
the an'a of land that can be devoted to cultivation, espeeially
the dry and sandy plains, once thought to be worthless. It
seems now as though there might be no limit to the amount of
viater that may be dmwn from the foothills on each of tIll."
i~;lands of this group-and if here, why not in other lands pos-
sessing similar eonditions? \Vhen Capt. Wilfong took charge
of Pahala plantation in Kau, in 1876, that sugar plantation
scheme was thr('atened with bankruptcy. for lack of rain and
;ma, have advanced fully twenty-five per cent. This has been
bro'ught about by the greatly increased demand that the above
mentioned class of goods has been subject to, not only from
the Southern States but fl'om foreign markets as well.
The State of GeOl'gia, during the past year' has alone used
ihe Im'ge anlOunt of 400,000 tons of manipulated fertilizers,
the basis of which is dried blood, tankage and cotton seed
meal. By the combination of capital, fertilizer corporations
have been formed and the business lines extended greatl~' in
other directions, as is evidenced by the fact of Southern mm'-
kets having, within the past twelve months, exported to
Europe phosphates valued at more than $50,000,000. an in-
uease of about one hundred per cent over similar exports of
the year previous.
This is not the limit, though. of the expOl'tations, fOl' the
fei·tilizer tl'ade with the Hawaiian Islands and other tropical
countries. has showed a phenominal increase. An idea of the
business done with Hawaii may be conceived wIlen it is stated
that, several months ago, a 'Nestern packing' firm shippeti
8.000 tons of ammoniates to a single planting company of that
island. Such heavy foreign demands have naturally tended to
raise tIle priee of the article to all consumers throughout thi'
United States. Planters, however, need not think that so sud-
den a I'ise in fertilizer values will likely be repeated soon, fo1'
the above mentioned combined capital is making good prog-
ress in opening up natural phosphate beds, which abound in
some of our Southern States, and, in this way, the supply will
be kept equal to the increased demand.-Sugar Planter's Jom.
----:0:----
OUR UNDEVELOPED WATER RE80UlWES.
,'"
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During the pa8t 8ellHon important experiments lUlYe been
('ondndpd in llarbadoes by 1'I'ofe880r d'Albuquerque, honorary
('OllHulting l'lIPmist to the Imperial Ag'rieultural Department,
~lIId 1\11'. Bovell, superintendent of the Botanic Station, to test
the cOll\lIlereial value of various deseriptions of seedling and
oth('r sUl.!ar eHlWS. with the object of assisting' the planters in
'I.'hose who are wMehing the' experiments made abroad to
test the s,\('('harine qualities of new val'ie1"ies of sugar ('ane
will be intpI'ested in th<> statenl(>nt reeeived fl'om London by
President Reluwfel' of the Planters' Association, and published
11p10w, pprhaps i"lw 1"ests, hld thpy been made here, under
favorable l'iI'('tJlllst<uJ('es, might han> given I'ven better l'esuIts,
rrlwy show an adn\ll('e howev(')', Therp is no I'paSOl\. to doubt
that the sallie im111'ovPlIlent may be olltainpd fol' ('ane, as has
heen with lwets. Quite a nUlllber of new ('anI' seedling'S are
loping fested in tl.w \\'pst Indh-s, .}'lYa and Louisiana, and some
of thl's<, h;:Y(~ a!I'eady }ll'oved on a small seale to be an im-
provement 0~'l'r any at present eul1:ivated. \\'hether the same
i (-8\ilts ,,,ill )w obtailJ('d when planted on a large scale and in
the ordiu,'\ry field planting way, remains to be seen. 'I.'he 1'1'-
8ultS so far are most encouraging.
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watel' for il'l'igation. He stoutly maintained that there was
~,n' abundance of water on the mountain, 'if it could only be
tapped and brought do,vn from the roeky fastnesses, where it
was hidden, and spent many days and nights on the mountain
searching for it. and deelared he eould heal' it, when his ear
was placed on the roeks. He seeUl'ed small supplies only; but
later efforts, in the same line have been slH'cessful and what
lUIS already been obtained from these hidden mountain springs
have made Pahala one of the most valuable sugar estates on
these islands. 'I.'he Captain always thought that the water
obtained by the Israelitl's at Mount Rinai eame in the sume
way, by searching for it, and when the right ::;;pot was found,
the waters gushed out to the astonishnwnt of, the thirsty
ISI'aelites. 'I.'he sll{'('essful efforfs now being made on these
islands to seeure wafer supplies from mountain sour(~es (ue
most encouraging, and give promise that in the near fut,ure
c,ur irregular but bountiful winter rains may be supplimented
by more pel'manpn1" sh'pams drawn frolll 1"hp mountains.
:0:
SUCCESSF['L SeGAR ('..iNfo} FJ.YPBRnIFJNTS TN BA.R-
lH/WFJS.
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'8electing the canes most suitable aild profitable, '1'hl' extr~me
varieties of soil and climate typiea-l-of comparatively large
areas iIi Btubadoes are high red soils and low blaek ones, and
between these two come every internwdiate variety, so it is
obvious that some canes would be more productive in one
locality than in another. Tlw cane most favored b;v the plan-
tel'S reepntly is the whitp iTanspal'ent. and this has bpen adopt-
(,d as the standard fOl' ('ol11pal'ison. An arl'angl'ment was
made by whieh the canes to lw nspd in the investigation were
tc be gr'o'wn not on experinwntal plots in thp Boian1<: Gm'dpns
nor in art-ifi('ially preparpd soil. hut on seven dif1'prf'nt estates
distributed over' the island, "grown by the planters themselve5
l1nder exactly the same conditions as other' eanes. '1'here was
nothing exceptional in their h'eatment. Henc(' the re~mIts
may be regarded as fairly typical of the lo('ality in whil'll thl'Y
"PI'e gr'o,Yn." Fiftepn sple(,j'('d val'ietips of sugal' ('alW wprp
eompai'pd on five black soil pstates, and ten v:ll'ietips on two
red soil estates. Each variety was allotted a plot of 100 holes.
and at lwal'!y evpdy station t1WI'P w('re two series of the
varieties. so that there were two plots (dnpli('ai<>s) of each
nuiety, selTing to show at pal'll station, on the field (,hospn,
the variation to be expected "'jih Pilch variety from one part of
the field to another. li'inally, the lTOpS when reaped had to
undergo identically the same neatment at the hands of the in-
vestigatOl's, and the r'esnlts haTe !)l'oved extr'emely interest-
ing. Valnable tables have been pl'eparpd showing for each
variety in the blad: and the I'ed soils sepal'ately the quantity,
in tom; l)pI' a('J'p, of ('anps and of tops; the pen'entage of jnice
prodn{'pd' by mill; the pOll1Hls pel' gallon of sal'(,hm'osp, of
ghu'ose, and of solids not sugar'; thl' l}notipnt of pnrHy; the
juice. in gallons pel' acre; the saecharmw, ill ponnds pel' aere;
and the sugar', in tons 1)('1' ane, 'raking the last two only we
find in the blat'!\: soil ('xpel'iments that while the standmd
white transparent yielded 4,52Slh. of sa(~dwrose and 2.41 tons
of sugar, seedling B.147 yieI<1ed respectively G,0121h. and 2,!lO
tons, followed by B.20S with 4,!lS~lh. and 2,B:l tOilS, Three
othei' eanes, Queensland ('1'(>oll'. Jamaica cane, and B.234 being
n:ted above the standal'll. 'l'heHollI'hon ('ane nwde a Yer,Y
1'001' show, being th(' l:u~1 on the list with only F;41 lb. and 0.47
ton. On the red soil the OI'del' of merit was ,changed. B.20~
II'ading with G,2:Wlb. and :l,:~4 tons, B.IGG, whieh was tenth on
the black soil list, bPing seeond with G,5!l1Ib. and :Ut! tons,
and B.147 third, with H.7!J4·lh. and :un tons. Combining thej'
I'
,1'
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'l'here are two leading banana trading ('ompanips in the
United Rtates-one. the United Fruit Co. (:oniTols the trade
east of the Mississippi river, and the othel'-tll(> \YpstPI'n Ba-
nana Association controls the westPI'n portion of the Rppnblie.
The war is .lwhY{>en thpsp two companies. As most of nl'~
bananas me grown ill Kiearagna, the fight is p!'obably to S\'t-
11e whieh shall control the Niearagna murket. Owing' to thi<;
banana WaI' the pri('e of this frnit is low, pal'll of the rival
companies hoping to for'cp the other to submit to its terms,
and eventually one or the other will probably control the snp-
plies and the whole market. Another statement is that the
priee haR lieen reqneed so low by this banana war, that the
Central AIllPI,j{'an banana growp)'s rpfnse to {'ont-inlIe to snpply
the frnit for the low price olTered. At the latest advices, a
results for the two soils, the standard white transparent, with
Jield as above stated, becomes eighth on the list, B.147 being
in the fil'st place with U,2Ullb. and 3.10 tons, B.20::; following
with 5,4431b. and 3.02 tons, queensland creole third, with
.1,4041b. and 2.UU tons, and Jamaica cane fOUl'tb, with 5,001lb.
amI 2.U7 ton:::;. Another similar table shows the results obtain-
l:tl on three black soil estates with B.147, awl white transpar-
('nt, the former prodng by far. the better cane, producing
H,!)!Hllb. and 3.47 tons, against the standard's 4,5271b. and 2.41
ton:::;, 01' in fa YOI' of B.147 to the extent of 55 pel' cent in sac-
charo:::;e, and of 44 pel' cent in the mean yield of marketable
sugar, inothel' words a gain of more than a ton of sugar per
Here. \Vith such results as these thel'e i:::; no he::litation in de-
.<.:iding on B.147 as the best all-round cane for Barbadoes, but
the Imperial Commissioner of Agl:iculture, knowing from ex-
verience how reckless the planters have been in the past in
going in for extensive cultivation of a particular cane because
it IIH:::; been profitably grown somewhere else under totall)' dif-
fUl>nt eonditiOllH of soil and l'Iimate, advisps the planters, in
the first instance to sl'lect three 01' foul' only of the most pro-
mising' (':1lles, whil:h have now been experimented with and
wldeh may be likely to snit their district, and, finally, to adopt
the variety ,,-hidl steadily stands the test of local cgnditions,
\Yith 100,000 acres of land under cultivation it is obvious that
It the introduetion of an improved variety of eane imml'es an
i!H'l'{Jased yield of even only a quartel' of a ton of sngar pel'
:H'I'e, the planteI's and the island gpnerall,Y wonld dprivp iIll-
lllensp benefit from the dlang'p.-London 'l'imps.
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There are many patehes of what are called "sandy soils"
along the coast of the Hawaiian Islands, that is, soils made
up wholly 01' in part of em'al sand. These soils in appearance
m'e very mueh like the silieeous sandy soils of other coun-
tries. Some of them are quite fertile, and ~-ield' good crops of
('ane continuously for many years; while many others give
but indifferent l'esults. These patches bordering on or enelos-
l'd within good fields. present quite a problem to the eultivator.
The soil is often so porous that it is difficult to irrigate. and
loses its ,,-ater so readily throngh pel-(-olai"ion and evaporation
Ht' to reqnire very frequent irrigations. \Ye have often been
Hsked to advise fertilizers for tllE'se soils, there being an im-
pression. from the inditIerpnt resnlts of the ordinary high
gmde fel,tilizers, that they need speeial fertilizers. Our reeom'
mendation has invariably been to use no nitrate of soda. and,
in the ease of very sand~' soils, 'neitlwr sulphate of ammonium
1'01' muriate of potash. 'fhe following experinlPnts were made
for the lllll'pose of obtaining more data eoneerning the reten-
tive power of these soils both for fel,tilizers and for water.
801LS l'slm.-Fonr soils were obtained from Kahukn Plan-
tation as follow::;: ]\0. 1 eontains 71.:!5 pel' (-ent (-arbonatl' of
lime. and yields about ;~o tons of (-ane of very good purity_
No. ~ t'ontains 77.B7 pel' eent (-arbonate of lime and yields
nhont ~() tom; of cane of fail' purity.
Nos. ;~ and 4 (-ontain 81.H5 pel' ('ent nnd nun pel' cpnt 1'1'-
bl'edh'ply earuonate of lime, and grows very poor and stunt('d
(~ane.
'fhese soils were placpd in iron pipps two feet six int'hes
long, one ilu-h diamptel-. the pip('s bping filled to within six
indws of the top.
EXI'NHl;\m:STs.-L One gram each of snlfate of ammoniuIII,
llluriate of potash, and nih'ate of soda were dissolved in
1()O(k(~ of water, and of thiH aIIIount 5(H~('e, representing one-
half gram eaeh of the dlPllIieals, was poured upon the Hoils,
delegation of Central American banana growers had visited
New' Orleans and St. Louis, hoping to straighten out the troll-
ble, and enable them to C:1l'l'y on the business of raising bn-
nanas, and obtaining a fair pl'ice for their fruits. If we are
not misinformed, the entire trade is in the hands of foreigners,
mostly Italians and otlu'r Europeans.
----:0:'----
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keeping six inch head, and allowed to percolate through. The
time required to penl:'tl'ate the two feet was observed, to-
gether with the total amount of water passing through, and
the total time required.
Five hundred cc of water, containing one-half gram sulphate
\I~! potash, was passed through new portions of the soils. The
water passing through tlie soils was collected and analysed, at
the saIlle time blank experiments made by passing pure water
through the soils to determine if any water soluble ingredients
were washed out. Deduding this cOl'1'ection, the following
data were obtained:
~ihate soda pl'adieally all was lost, there being little dif-
fel'elH'e in the yal'ious soils.
REsTTLTs.-l\Iost Hawaiian soils take up a large quantity of
wah')' and hold it n~ry tenatiously. 'l'he soils also, as a rule,
han~ great power. of fixing fertilizers and pI'en~nting their es-
eape in drainage waters. These two facts make irl'igation and
fel'tilizing a simpler Ill'oIlleIll than it would be were the reverse
1he ('ase. On the othe)' hand, the water-holding capatity of
these sandy soils, eSI)(.'('ially Nos. 2, 3 and 4 is far below the
:t \"('I'age; that being for 1n Ha,,:aiian soils examined by our
Experiment Station, 57.2 pel' ('ent. 'l'here is even a greater
diffe)'elI<'e when we consider the power of retail)ing the wah~)'.
'1'he In soils above nwntioned contained an average of BRA pel'
('ent of water at the end of 13 da~'<' wllPreas th<'se sandy soils
r<'1ained but fl'om l(Ui pel' cent t(i :n.5 pel' ('pnt at the end of
] II days.
This latter fad compels the plantations to irrigate f)'equent-
1.\. ' '1'he soils, mOl'('oyer, being so P0I'OIlS soon lose tllPir water
into the subsoil, in the ('ase of l\o. 4 iu eight minutes.
Again. JIIany of these soils ('outain saud to a great depth,
MI'. MIIII(·r, th(' chemist at Kahuku, )'('I'ol'ting that he had spen
95 min. 95 min.
43 % 38 %
18.8" 16.6 "
59" 86 "
56" 65 "
25" 28 "
difference in the
· ,- 5Jg1II!
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0.61%
91. 07 "
374 grs.
8 min.
355 cc
1.08%
81.85 "
362 grs.
12 miD.
345 cc
203%
77.37 "
407 grs.
19 min.
342 cc
Amount moHure in the original soils 3.73%
Carbonate of lime in soil 71.15"
Weight of soil taken .. .. . 365 grs
Time required to penetrate two feet. 55 mIll.
Total water passing through .... 320 cc
Time required for tbe above water
to pass t,hrough. . 335 min. 180 min.
Water holding power of the soils 49 % 39 %
Moisture in soils after 10 days 31. 5 ,. 20.4 ..
Sulfate Ammonium lost .... . . .. 8" 42"
Muriate of Potash lost. . . . .. .. r:one 44"
:::lulfate of Potash lost. .. ... . . . ." 8"
Nitrate Soda practically all WIIS lost, there being little
various soils.
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~n;Alt 'l'Axl's.-In all foreign countJoips thpl'p arC' intC'I'nal
t:'xps on the sugar' consumpd, ranging fl'Olll £25 a ton in Italy,
£2,.1 a ton in France, £22 lOs. in Holland, £18 in Belg·illlll, to £11
;J1 Russia, and £10 a ton in Austria and Germany. Thus, while
1he Gpl'lllan must pa~' 3·}d. a pound for his sugiil', the English-
man (;an get a similar quantity f(lr J·}d. But l\Il'. RtC'in says,
HS an PXIWl't, that the priee of Sligar is still ruled by the east
uf pl'odud:ion. England is the only fl'pe ~mgal' m:ll'ket. and
London is thegrpat su~m' market of the world. '1'he ·1H'i('e of
!Sugar in London rules the price of sugaJ' all oyer the world,
plus the ('onsumption hlxes in ea('h pl'otedc'd rountl'Y. The
t::xed sugar dops not I'ul(~ the pl'i('p; thp ('ost of pl'oc1udion
does. '1'0 stimulatC' thp industl'Y fin'C'ign powC'!'S h:l\,(' giypn
the above soils down to a depth of six feet, and they were com-
.posed of sand at that depth. These facts emphasize the danger
vf loss of those fertilizers whieh pass through the soil un-
changed.
. IhJcmIllmXnA'l'Wl\s.-Soils like No.1 can be feltilized with
11l1y of the high grade fertilizer containing no nitrate of soda
'Nithout danger of mueh loss, IH'ovidE:d the water be used care-
fully. '1'he others should be fedilizpd ·with blood, since it has
its ammonia in a eomlHlI'atiYely available for'm, 01' tankage,
and phosphates and sulphate of potash. If this mixture
should not aet well in any particular case the soil cannot be
fl:rtilized to advantage.\Ye ar'e indebted to 1\11', Norman \\'at-
kins for most of the analytical data upon which this repolt is
based. J. 1'. CUAWLEY.
-'----:0:
TheE·nglish al'e the largest conS~llllersof sugar in the world.
'J'lwy import .1,500,000 tons of sugar ewry YPaI', which is ·eq uill
to thirty ppr ecnt of the world's· output of beet sugar. 'l'heir
('ommmptioll of sugar is equal to 8H.15Ihs. pel' head of the
1,0lmlation pel' annum. Thp next ·lai:gest conSllllwr is the
United States, but the consumption thpl'e is only H5AHlbs.per
lwad; in Denm:1l'k the demand falls to 4H.Hiilbs,; S.-witzerland
uses 42.981hs.; Fl'ance 28.241hs.: and Gt'rm:llly only 27,141bs.
pel' head, although she is the chief prodlH'er of beet sug:1l'.
'rhis valuable article of food is used more freely in England
Ih:lll in any other ('0llll tJoy. 'fhe English are the jam makers
(If thp "'orld, but their jam makers import all their sugar', and
also some of their fruit, and are simply mixers and boilers of
tlw ('ommodii)' they C'xport to all the cOl'iwl's of thp p:lJ'th.-Ex.
I
t,I.,
I:
I.
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bounties to tlle producel's on all sugar exported, 'varying from
£2 to £:3 per ton-a yery handsome premium. The bounty in
Fmnce, fOl' instance, is estimated to amount to nearly three
millions sterling a year,but France makes a revenue of some
twenty millions out of her sugar by internal taxes, and the
liount;y is taken out of the ]locket of the consumer, that the
industry may be eueouraged and improYed.-English paper.
During the ypa\' lS!!!! the Hussian goyerlllllPnt d(~riYed
(;7 .5:2~.8;W ruh1<'s. 01' a bou t ~;3i:i.2()().()()O fI'olJl sugar 1'('Vellues.
""h('\'l'aS the estimatps of the buc1g-f't amountpd onl,v to 58.-
(Ll~.()()() rubles. thus giYing- a smplus of !!•.JSIU~;~H rublt,s. Dm'-
ing the lll'evious year. lSHf-:. the sugar ]'eV<:'l1ues amounted to
ihe value of 5S.5Iil,77D rublps. '1'h(' inerease iu ISH!! ove\' 18HS
thus was 8.mH.OliO rubles, 01' ahout ~J.lj(j1.:W().-Lou. ~ugar
Plant<:'r.
A London fl'u i1" dea IeI' lila ];:ps the following ('omments on
pine apples for the Eng-lish mal'!,eC hut they may perhaps ap-
ply as wpll to 00\('\' mal·];:l'ts. '\'hl' only pinp applp bein~ sold
in En~land now is the Smooth C'aYl'IIIH" hut not as many peo-
ple would haye us bl:,lipyl'. on aceount of its superior quality.
The ehipf rp<U10n it sl'lls so wpll is that it is a g'ood looking
}line. a fruit of ~ood size. fine ('0101'. and a handso111l' 1"op. tlw
wl'i~ht rangin~ from thl'(:'(' to pight pounds, hut thl' aYl'I'H;!I~
ahout foul' to six pounds, hu'W:'(' not bein~ l'pl]uired in England.
'I'hp 8(:'('ond rl'a80n for the Cayennl' s('lIin~ hetter than the
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En:,ry State and e\"ery large diy has its hpalth authorities
who m'e testing- and analyzing- the foods and beverages offered
for salp, and who, tog-ether with the doctors, may be trusted
10 g-in~ the public warning of dangprous artides of diet. 'rhey
haye g-in'lI wHl'nings. and Congress should respond with a
l'me food law. But it shouid pl'ohihit only those al'tieles
"hich ,t1'e beyond question injmious, For the rest it should
be contpnt to reqnire puhlieity. 'rwpniy-tiye ypars ag-o ('ot-
tOllseed oil was deempd un wholesOllle; it is now adH']'1"ispd
under its own lIalJlp for eulinal'y IHl]'poses. and the Pl'I'SOlIS
who }Jut it on the lll<lI'ket deelll it worth "'hile to ('OnITas1"
it with pllre leaf lard to the disadvantag-p of thp Iattl']'. The
huyer is elltitled to know what he is buying', alld no uuques-
tionahly dplde!'ious artide should be sold for food 01' <l1·ink.
'1'1lt' lawmake]' should be e,1I'eful to keep within thl'se bounds,
- X. y, Jour. C01l1.
\.~__,_,_,'_'~.1_;,,~: " .. _'"_'_,__,_,,.,'
much finer flavOl'ed Ripley is that it gets to luarket in better
condition. :Many dealers lose money over the Ripleys being
black in the center, although apparently good on the outside.
The pines that sell best tue those that kepp best in condition,
Hnd' are the sweetest.
&:,III
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Bg:NEI~ICIAL INsEcTs.-\Yhenen'r and wherever an insect is
observed in the act of destro;ving other insects, it should be
carefully watched and its habits noted. Hee if it attacks a
beneficial insect or whether an injurious one. Note whether it
destroys its host, or prey. by sucking its juices, or attacks and
devours it bodily; whether it is an enemy to the egg, larva,
lmpa, or fully developed insect, and also whether a parasite or
simply a predatory insect. You should also try to find out
whether the beneficial insect attacks its host as a larva or
imago, or both. It might be a good idea also to note what in-
sects attack different ones of our common weeds, and to what
e:xtent such attacks are carried; whether 01' not these same
insects attack cultivated plants likewise.-Nebraska Ex. Sta.
Bulletin.
Since 1840 OUI' National wealth has in('reased five times as
fDSt as our population. Y\'ho shall say that with that won-
derful inel'ease in wealth there is not means in abundance to
I'emove all the misery and all the evil conditions among the
humble classes which at present are stains and sores upon our
llOdy politic? 'I'he advance of industry which has bronght us
this wealth beyond the wildest dl'eams of avarice, has also
brongld: on conditions which make it an absolntc impossibility
for some people to live decent, respedable lives. The rich
havl' not even lWg'un to do what they onght to do. Mpn that
I almost worship for their gencrosity and soli('itnde for those
jhat han~ lpss, are not giving in propol'tion to theil' wealth
i hI' half that was given by thpir families a generation ago.
Have we the !'ight to take all this wealth and do nothing to
('ol'I'ect the evils (,I'eated in itl'; prodndion '! Can you a('(~ept
11IPSP millions and shut yo III' eyes to the evils whic'h wpave
themseln's ahont the producers? nan anyone he contpn t
with such conditions'! (i'ood God! is this the end to which we
lHn'e bepn working all these (;cnturips '! For Heaven's sakp!
is this the result of 0111' industrial dpvelopment, and IIIUSt our
jI!'ospcrit,r as a nation be pur('hased at sud) a staggering
pl'i('e?-Abram K Hewitt.
1 II . I
'I'HB C"INN BORFJR IN LOUISIANA.
Late papers fl'om Louisiana fUl'lli8h l'p]JO!'tS of an interest-
il'A' IIleeting of sugal' plallt('r8, al' whit'll HIP ('allp bOl'pl' was
Ihe subjed of dis(·ussion. By l'eql1('st of thp .\ss()('iatioll. DI'.
Atubbs was I'equpl..;j'ed to 1)J'PPaI'P a I'ppo!'t gi.ving al1 the in-
formation obtaillahle I'egardilw it:. It seplIls that tl\(' hOl'pl'
I'as h('ell knowlI thel'e for fifty ypars past, but has bp(~ollw tnore
(Ipstrudive of IntI' ypal's thall fOJ'mprly, and in some instances
,'p('enHy, the eane has been made almost wori:hlpss fol' grind-
ing. Reporjs on tbis l)(>st wpre made both by Dl'. Rtublm and
I:is assistant. Prof. MOl'gan. Thp latter gentleman gavp a Yer~'
full dps('I'ipi'ion of the pest, its habits, etc., with illush'ations
OUANGEs.-The acme of perfeetion in the orange kingdom
i~ the navel. Its praises are sung and its mel'its known all
(lver the world. California lemons are fast becoming as well
and favorably known and only last week we published a
:,;eries of analJ'ses showing their supel'iority over the :Mediter-
ranean fr'uit.
Among the l'equirements of a lemon for market ,ue com-
parative seedlessness, thin rind and light pulp. 'l'hese the
California lemon possesses in a marked degree. But it has
remairied for Dr. \Voodbridge, the well known agricultural
chemist of this city and South Pasadena, to succeed in pro-
dueing a navel lemon, absolutely seedless and possessing the
charaderi:,;tie:,; and advantages of the orange after which it is
Hamed, 'for he has named the new lemon California Navel
Lemon.
It shows an entiJ'e absence of seeds, the texture and
1hinness of rind; the llavel also is very mark~d and the shape,
dc., £'ol1ows very closely that of the orange. Hel'e, however,
I'he resemblance stops, for the acidity runs vpry high.
Ol'igin'! That's anoth'er question. \Ve tried to get the doc-
tor to tel1, but he wouldn't. One thing, however, he stated.
It is no expel'iment:. The fruit has presented just the same
('IHU'adel'isi'ics for two ~'eaI'S and he hopes it has come to
~jay.-Cal. Cult.
'rhe navel seedless OI'ange is said to have been found in the
intel'iOl' of Brazil. and thenee introdueed to one of the south-
('I'n ports <if HIe FnHpd Atatcs, from whenee it was taken to'
~outhpl'n California. about forty ypars all'o, where it has been
lnl'gely lll'opagated, having found tIH're a elimate arllllil'ably
adopted to its development.
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of how it enter:; theeane and does its deadly work. Among
other thing:; it was stated that the horer's life was from seven
to ten weeks, In the course of his remarks DI'. Stubb~ said:
"In the Hawaiian IfiJlands tlJis year I paid a great deal of
[Ittention to the borer. Oyer there they fight the pest unlike,
we do. Thl>y take a. lot of little boys and put them in a eane
i:ieldwith a sack. 1'he bo,)'s are taught to examine the leaves
thOl'oughly. 'rhey are taught to discriminate between the
I;a!'asite and those that are not parasites. 'VheI'e there is a'
hlack speck in an ep;g the boys are cautioned not to' t~uch
them; that they are to be left alone. 'l'hey are paid so much
hy the manager. J was taken through a fiehl and shown how
they do it."
1\11', Quinton Hogp; of the \Vest Jndie:;. who was present,
said that both the borer and the fnngns disease played fl'ip;ht-
ful,hayoc in Barbadoes, hut their aitad:s weI'e worst after a
bad season of thl! cane.
MI'. Henry l\IcCalI made the followinp; statement:
'ro'YaI'ds the laiteI' part of the season the borer is p;en-
PI'ally found in the tops after the {~anes arp cut iu the fil'ld.
\1'1.' hayc inYestigatc'd thel'c' and we find any quantity in tIl('
HIps; and '\'l~ tiJl(l them in the tops :lftP!' the land lws heen
lUJI'ned otl'. \Ye bl11'n some pie{'e:; of e'\Ile on 0111' hllld eaJ'ly
in December or the laite!' part of NoYemlwl'; and that ('all('.
while the le.wps wc're well bUl'ned. the tops wpJ'(~ only sC'Ol'ch-
I'd; and that is my experipIH~e in hurninp;; the tops are men'I,\'
partly seorched and ,)'011 will find two 01' three matl11'C joints
that are not hl11'ned at all. That is wh(·J'(~ lw is no\\', and
liP is in the sC'ed cane-been there tlll'ce months. ". .". .;;.
\Ve have thoug-ht that }I('I'lI:lPS we miu;ht at'tellljlt to rake
nIl the 11':ls1l np on the top of the row, and II'!' it' ihoroug-hly
sun-dry hC'fore blll'ning'. It: might be a ('osi'ly plan; nut: en'n
It it ('ost a g'ood deal. if it was not: C'1pal'1,v too 1Il1H'h. why sev-
eral thom;and dollars would liot be ill sp('nt in doing' that' if
it weI'e S1H'c'('ssful. \Y(' suffpI'ed ('onsid(,l'Hble damage to' 011I'
{':Ine and thel'e was (~l'loj-ainly a d"fil-it of HO Jl(>J' eent in Olll'
tonnage,
1'I'of. Rtubbs: "In IBOO W(~ had no bOJ'el'S to speak of. r·
don't think until the last few days that we han' seen a h.tlf
(loxen during' thp g'rinding. Hut I left a row of ('anI' growing-
-it is still growing-and you ('an p;o there and find borers
in that eane. Today Prof. Morgan found two or t1lree stall,s
with thp bon·r. and the borC'J's han' l)('('n depo:;iting evidently
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vYe give herewith Oul' annual fignres of the sugar trade of
the United States. They show the total consumption of all
sugar, foreign and domestic, in the entire country, iucluding
j he l'aeific Coast, to have been 2,21fl,847 tons, against 2,078,068
tOllS in 1899, an increase of 141,779 tons, 01' say 6.82 pel' cent
increase. The consumption of HlOO consisted of 174,450 tons
domestic cane sugar, 82,736 tons domestic beet sugar, 5,000
since I cut the cane in the fall. That piece of cane the boys
have been eating- all season, and I have not heard a single one
complain .of the borel', while now there are quite a number
in it. That is the reason why I suggest that you cutdown all
the young stubble coming up. If we have no cold between
r.ow and the end of winter they will carry perhaps a great
lnany borers for the· spring CI'Op.
"The eggs are believed to be laid upon the green leaves, and
the young worm on hatching descends the leaf to the stalk,
:md after eating for some days the parenchyma of the leaves
and the outer cuticle of the stalk enters the latter and begins
ids destructive work. Hence, in fall of the year, the borer
will generally be found in the upper part of the stalk, and if
1\e is not sent to the mill, may be hid away in the lower pOl'-
iion of the top which is left in the field. Therefore, burning
the tops should be thoroughly accomplished to destroy every
possible borer that may be present.
"In reviewing the numerous replies received, it is evident
that nearly every correspondent was familial' with the borer,
and at some time bad sutTered from its attacks. It is pl'obably
true that there are very few plantations where the borer
does not exist at all, and why it should be. kept in subjection,
yea, almost obliterated, in some localities, while existing in
destructive numbers elsewhere. is not clearly understood.
Evel'ybody (with but few exceptions) bUl'ns the trash, an
acknowledged aid in depreciating their numbers, yet, with this
only known effort practiced alike in every community, the
lHlI'('1' multiplies to a destructive extent in one section and is
l'j'adically subdued in another. Again, a plantation practi-
c:llly exempt from its ravages for years may suddenly become
a theater for its most destructive efforts, and then, as quickly
as it came, the borer may disappear and be seen only in very
limited quantities for years to come."
----:0:----
UNI'1'ED ST,lTES SUGAR OONSUMPTION, FOR 1900.
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EDITOR PLAX'l'lmS' l\!oxTHLy:-'1'he sugar indnstry in
Queensland is in the hands partly of a large corporation,-
the Colonial Sugar Refining Co., Ltd., and partly of individual
planters, owning more 01' less extensive plantation or farIlls.
The l:ll'gest of these plantatiolls have theil' own mills, while
the smaller planters either sell their cane to one of the private
mills, or have it manufactured into sug'Hr at one of the cen-
tral mills, in whieh they are share holdel's, i. e., they are re-
sponsible for the interest to the government, who adv,mced
or guaranteed the capital for building these mills.
The farmers, in mHny instances, clamored for these mills,
because they considered themselves unfairly treated by the
private mills. ,YhetllCr this was the case or not, it is at pres-
ent very questionable, whether they are better served by the
central mills, as many of the shareholders-all sugar farmers
-have not only been unable so far to repay, as agreed, part of
tons maple, 7,617 tons molasses sugar, a total of 269,833 tons
domestic production, and 1,569,194 tons of foreign cane sugar,
;)73,077 tons of foreign raw beet sugar, and 17,743 tons of for-
eign refined, a total of 1,960,014 tons of foreign production (of
which 250,885 tons Hawaiian considered as foreign in these
figures). Tables herewith show from what country these su-
gars came. The amount of refined sugar which went into con-
sumption in 1900 was 2,178,615 tons, of which the A. S. R.
Company manufactured 1,465,349 tons, or 67.3 per cent; the in-
dependent refiners, 627,137 tons, or 28.7 per cent; the beet
sugar factories which make refined sugar, 68,386 tons, or 3.1
1'er cent, and the foreign refiners, 17,743 tons, or 0.9 per cent;
51,232 tons were consumed in the raw or plantation state. rrhe
undistributed stock of refined sugar we estimate at 30,000 tons,
against 20,000 tons last year. The difference between raw and
refined averaged .754c. per lb., against.50c. per lb. in 1899.
In 1899 the total amount of refined sugar which went into
consumption was 2,022,134 tons, of which the American Sugar
Refining Co. manufactured 1,385,608 tons, or 68.5 per cent;
the independent refiners, 585,765 tons, or 29 per cent; the beet
sugar factories, which make refined sugar, 44,826 tons, or 2.2
per cent, and foreign refiners, 5,835 tons, or 3 per cent; 55,934
tons were consumed in' the raw or plantation condition.-
,"Villett & Gray.
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the capital advanced, but have even in some cases failed to
pay the interest in full. This unsatisfactory state of affairs is
to a considerable extent due to a number of dry seasons, but
to a greater extent it is due to lack of experience, shortsight-
edness and disinclination on the part of the sugar farmers
to follow advice. The Colonial Sugar Hefining Company owns
and controls a number of up-to-date sugar mills, some of
which are run in connection with a plantation, although the
greater part of the cane ground at their mills is bought from
farmers, who grow the cane on their own or leased land,
generally with the company's financial assistance in the shape
of advances 011 the growing crop. These farmers have the
benefit of the company's experience in cane growing in
Queensland. Experiments both in regard to agriculture and
manufacture h:n-e for yem's been systematically carried out on
the company's Queensland plantations, each of their mills
being p1'ovided with a statf of two to foul' chemists and
analysts.
'l'o the fact, then, that the farmers do not avail themselves
of the advice tendered them by the experienced officers of
the company-the cane inspecto1's-it is greatl,y due that the
results of such a s;ystem are not only not always satisfactory,
but mostly unsatisfaetory. Other circumstances natUl'ally
contl'ibute towards the poor or il'l'egular l'esults.
In Bundaberg distriet I visited a numbe1' of ably managed
plantations outside of the Colonial Rugal' Hdining Company's.
Some of the land in that vi(~inity is similar in appl'aran('e and
composition, aecording to analyses shown me the1'c. to SOUle
of our best sugar lands. (;I"OWI'I'S in that distri(,t are how-
ever handi('apped by a s('ant and irregular rainfall. 'ritey
are aware, that by il'l'igation thl'Y ('ould obi-ain IlPavy yields
as in particularly favorablp yeal's up to lOll tons of ('ane ,,,ere
obtained fl'om one aCI'e. 'rhe ditli('uHies in the way of adopt-
ing a system of irrigation "'1'1'1' 01' are only finan('ial and as
the cost of such a system would in that 10f'ality be compara-
tively low. the water ('o;11d bt: takpn from the rivpr. and the
lay and slope of the fields is 1IIost f:1Yol'Hhlp. TIl(' planters
there hope to overe01lle 1"11(' finan('ial diflkllHi('s in the near
futur('.
Rome of the mills in this distJ'id nJ'e kept w('11 up to date,
though there are still a numher of small. old-fashioned mills
going. The majority of the mill-owners f'omhined a conpIe
of years ago to ('ngag(' tIll' sprvi('ps of a eapahlp sugar-exp('rt.
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The finances of the plantations did not allow of very radical
.changes being at once made in their mills; but many savings
have been effected by concentration of the work.
Some of these smaller mills have been stripped of their
somewhat antiquated evaporators; their work is now restrict-
ed to grinding cane, the juice of which, after being limed very
heavily (10 to 12 Ibs. Cao per 100 gallons) is pumped to the
refinery, pipes for this puprose being laid to distances of over
five miles. At the refinery the juice nndergoes a double car-
bona{ion process. While this manner of working undoubtedly
entails a waste of fuel, and the action of such large quantitjes
of lime on the juice for such a long time can hardly fare to do
some damage, the system seems to suit local requirements
well. Mills situated at too great a distance from the refinery
send their juice similarly IH'epared in tank cars by mil.
It is the custom in most of the mills in Queensland to
macerate heavily and all mills require and use other fuel be-
sides bagasse. The advantages of this system of working are
not quite obvious, particularly not to a visitor hom these
islands, where we are agreed that it is not profitable to buy
fuel in order to be able to use mOl'e water for maceration.
Before rushing in to condemn the Queensland custom how-
e,-er, we ought to heal' in mind, that conditions there m'e en-
tirely different. and that this heavy maceration is considered
to be suitable by the chemical staff of the Colonial BUg,ll' Re-
fining Co., who m'e thOl'oughly acquainted with the peculiar
local conditions.
In I'egard to the mechanical efficiency, the new powerful
nine-roller mills as they are in use here are supel'iOl' to those
in lIse in Queensland. 'fhe principle of a compact nine-roller
mill with shOl·t intermediate carriers, the whole dl·jwn by
one engine has not yet obtained a footing in the colony. 'fhe
objections brought against it, are first, that the relation of the
. speed of the mills to eaeh other ean not be varied, an objec-
tion, which does not appeal' to me to carry any weight, and
setond, that the imbibition or difflislon of the maceI'ation
water with the juice in the bagasse is less complete on ac-·
count of the shorter time of contact. 'fhis is certainly the
case; but the advantages in saving in steam, in reducing the
time between expression and liming, and in greater cleanness,
outweigh in my opinion the advantage gained by the increase
in the quqtient of diffusion.
From data, which I was able to gather, the use of spent
;..'
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bagasse for filtering tIle clarified juice has proved very satis-
factory. The system is at present being introduced int9 a.
number of factories. "i¥here I have seen it in use, the juice
was perfectly clear upon leaving the filter. The process and
the appliances are very simple and inexpensive and the draw-'
backs, which suggest themselves at first, do not seem to in
practice exist.
My time being very limited I did not make a stay in the.
Central Queensland sugar dish'iet (Mackay), but went direct
to North Queensland. There I had an opportunity of seeing
Hambledon estate, where a large number of very interesting
experiments in cane growing are being carried on under the
direction of the Colonial Sugar Refining Company's local
manager.
As these islands had to do last year, so will Queensland
pl'obably have to solve a very serious labor problem. The
planters have some reason to fear that the federal Parliament
will abolish contract labor and exclude the South Sea Island
labor, known in Queensland as kanakas. It is more than
probable, ho,,,e\"er, that the Commonwealth will impose a
fairly high duty on sugar, which would at all events partly
neutralb:e the disadvantages of being dependent upon free
white labor only.
A few remarks on the sugar industry on the island of Java,
the land of cheap labor, will probably be of intel'est, though
conditions there are widely different from conditions obtain-
ing hel'e. In the fil'st plan there is a .large difference in the
tenm'e of land.
Onl;y few plantations are cal'l'ied on on private freehold
pl'operty, the gl'eatest part of the ('<me is gl'own on land
rented from the natives for the period of one year only at the
time. 1\..s each native, be his holding 10 acres 01' 100 acres,
can let to the plantation one·third of it only, the sugar plan-
tations are patchy and the cultivation is naturally more difn-
cult and more expensive than on large areas of evenly planted
cane. 1\1ore attention seems to be paid to the cultivation
in Java then either here 01' in Qneensland, the fields there
are quite appropriately called "gardens."
A crop of cane is never 01' only very seldom followed by
another ('rop of cane. 'Vhen the ('ane is cut, the land reverts
to the native who lays it out into rice fields (sawa-patches)
for irrigation. The crop of paddy is followed first by a crop
of mnir.e, beam" 01' indigo, then rice again one 01' two crops,
after which the land is made ready again for cane planting.
As there are thus three to five different crops grown between
-every two crops of cane, the same piece of land wiII produce
'Sugar only once in every three years. The age of the cane,
when cut, is about twelve .months. The yielqs compare favor-
ably with the ;yields obtained here in districts dependent upon
natural rainfall. .The average ;rield for the whol€ of Java is
above fiye tons per acre; the highest average for one whole
plantation being seven tons pel' acre.
Formerly the tops from the cane cut for manufaeture into
sugar were used for planting in the same manner as is cus-
tomar'y here, but the appearance of the sereh disease made
an end to the continuance of this mode of propagation. Ex-
perienee has shown the Java planters, that canes grown at
higher altitudes are not liable to the sereh disease for at least
one generation. In consequence of this practically all the
seed used is grown on the hill sides, and the growing of seed
cane has b('eome an industry of its own. Such plantations
are known as bi-bit gardens.
The appem'anee of sereh on Jaya has given a shong impetus
to efforts towards produeing new and hardier varieties of eane
by eross-fertilizing the Cheribon and other cultivated varieties
with Chunnee eane, a primitive cane imported from British
India. Hundreds of experiments have been made at the East
Java Exper'iment Rtation. and hundreds of new varieties have
been IJl'odueed. Most of them threw back to the primitive
father, a gr('at majority were eanes infel'ior to the known
varieties; but some resulted, wldeh wel'e an undoubted im-
provement on the staple varieties. Such plants were and are
selected for further propagation on fields speeially chosen for
the purpose, and the seedlings from them are now supplied to
the planters. A consignment of such canes will reach here
in time for next planting season.
Results of these experiments are periodically published in
the "Archief voor de JaYa-Ruikerindustrie."
A very inter'esting fpaturc of eane-eulture in Jaya is the
natural supply of fertilizers. Rullicient quantities of plant
foods required for the cane lands-with the exception of
amlllonia-are brought down in the streams in the form of
very fine slimes (slib), whieh have time to settle on the land
during the time of submersion of the paddy fields. Java is
thus no market for fertilizcrs except ammonia. Besides this
we have to take into consideration the fact, that labor is cheap
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. and plentiful-wages vary, 10 cents U. S. currency would
about represent the average-in order to understand how the
estates can pay dividends, having to sell their sugar at about
fl.7 per picuI, or at a trifle above two cents per lb., 97 polariz-
ation.
The methods of cultivation in Java are very different from
ours. Although the benefits to be derived from plowing are
generally recognized, the plow is not to be found everywhere
on the island; in fact, the area cultivated by the Reynoso sys-
tem is larger than the area plowed. 'Vith the Reynoso system
of cultivation, which has been introduced in Java from Cuba,
the land undergoes the following treatment. Square ditches,
about 18 inches wide and 18 inches deep are dug at distances
from 3-~ to 5 feet. The soil taken out is hilled up on the
ridges between the ditches. A little loose smface soil is
sprinkled on the bottom of the ditch, and the seedling':-gen-
erally one with three sound eyes-placed thereon and covered
with very little soil.
At short intervals the diteh is gradually filled up by scrap-
ing down th~ soil from the sides, and when the cane nears
maturity, some two feet of the stalk are covered in with soil.
"There the ditches were, there arc ridges and vice versa. By
this method of planting the stability of the stalks is increased.
The loss of water from the soil by evaporation is less than
on plowed land. On the other hand, the developll~ent and
action of the nitrifying bacteria must be handicapped by the
exclusion of the ail' from part of the soil, and the cost of wod\:-
ing the Reynoso system would be prohibitive in a country
where labor is deal'. It is however particularly suited to the
condition of the soil after rice cultme. This soil is very heavy
and wet, and plowing would simply mould it into hard blocks.
After drJ-ing out in the beginning of the dry season, the soil,
so I am told, becomes so hard, that it is practically impossible
to plow.
In cutting the cane planted according to Reynoso it is
necessary to make a slight excavation on one side of the stool.
A peculiarly shaped knife is then introduced into the excava-
tion and the cane is cut at its very root. It is then tied into
bundles and conveyed to the factory by bullocks or water-
buffalos.
The cane leaves are not, as is the custom here, burnt on
the ground; but they are used as fuel at the mill. Although
the planters are fully aware of the considerable loss of nitro-
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gen incurred by this proceeding, they are -generally not in a
position to plow the cane leaves in, on account of the pecu-
liarities of the soils above l'eferred to.
The cane sugar industry of the world is indebted to the two
, great experiment stations in East and 'Vest Java for many
valuable discoveries. These institutions are, like the Hono-
lulu Experiment Station, supported by the planters. While
both stations are equipped for all the work coming into the
province of such institutions, the one in East Java occupies
itself principally with questions concerning the agricultural
part of the industry, while the 'Vest Java station makes a
speciality of the manufacture in its practical and scientific
aspect. Uniforlll methods of analyses in sugar house woi'k
are used in all the factories belonging to the Handelsvereenig-
ung, Amsterdam and the Nederlandsche Handelsmaatschap-
pij. Each of these factories employs one or two chemists with
one or two analists able to do the routine work. The results
obtained at the factories are compiled by the vVest Java ex-
periment station and printed periodically for distribution
among the mills. 'l'his system, although it can of course not
be as complete and comprehensive as that of the Colonial
Sugar Refining Co., who both manage and control their fac-
tories and plantations from their head office in Sydney, sup-
plies the interested parties with valuable information.
The niills, all built in Europe, most of them on the con-
tinent are, like the mills in Queensland, inferior to ours in
power, and the quality of the grinding is consequently below
the quality of the work, to which we are accustomed -here.
The boiling-houses, 'such as I have seen in Java, are
thoroughly up-to-date, the machinerJ' is of the best construc-
tion and of a perfect finisll. As to the origin of engines,
pumps, etc., they are quite cosmopolitan. Mills and boiling-
houses are kept scrupulously clean, a factor, which may con-
tribute to the good keeping qualities of Java sugars. The
practice in Java is to boil but one grade of sugar. Crystal-
lizers are in univer'sal use, and the results obtained therefrolll
are very satisfactory. All the sugar. before being filled into
containers is dried in yralllllaton; al/(l deterioration of 81lyar ill
tra1l8iti.'l thcreforc practically l/l/kIlOICII~a fact which should be
of interest to Rome of our planters, who frequently suffer
losses caused by detcriol'Ution. "'here there is a granulator,
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The most important of the trade combinations of France is
that existing between the sugar refiners. They, in turn, are
h a manner controlled by ]\fl'. Czarnikow, a great sugar broker
in London, who holds the Dutch sugar trade in the hollow
of his hand, and through it the Emopean refineries generally.
i~ Marseilles broker tells me that he has among his effect<1 a
]( tter from a firm to which he had offered sugar on terms
1110re favorable than those of 1\11'. Czarnikow. and which de-
clined against its will, on the I!round that to do so would sub-
ject it to the powerful broker's ill feeling and a refusal to
recognize it for one year, that being his method of punishment
a1' that time. The enlargement of the l'aw sugar areas which
supply European refineries has somewhat diminished this
merchant's power. '1'he French refincl's operate tllJ'ough a
pool which fixes prices. The added cost of transportatioll nat-
ltl'ally confines each refiner to a restrided radius of operation,
lind the practical etTect of the pool is to make refiners indepen-
dent within geogmphical limits. '1'hese limits are not laid
dowlI by contrad. The output of each refinery is restricted
in proportion to its producing capacity. The export trade also
i::. proportionately divided. The Government pays bounties at
tl:e rate of Gfl cents pel' 220 pounds, but limits this bounty to
II total exportation pel' annum of 300,000 tOllS. 'fhe sum of
it is not necessary to make the sugar very dry in the centri-
fugal. The capacity of the centrifugals is thus increased and
a saving effected in their weal' and tear. vVom~n are fre-
quently used in Java for work on the centrifugals. The sugar
is packed solidly into krandjangs (baskets) holding about 600
to 700 pounds each.
Through the comtesy of the general manager of the Colon-
ial Sugar Refining Co., Ltd., in Sydney, the department of
agriculture and the department of immigration in Brisbane,
I was enabled to utilb:e the short time I had at my disposal to
the best advantage. 'rIlOugh the kindness of H. E., the Gov-
ernor-General of the Netherlands Indies, I was enabled not
only to get an insight into the sugar industry, but to become
acquainted with the charming hospitality of the people in-
habiting that lovely and most interesti'ng of countries, the
Island of Java.
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~1,930,000 is thus annually contributed to the trade by the
Government, and the total is distributed equitably among
lhe refining companies, whose exportations do not go beyond
the maximum upon which bounty is paid.
The average prevailing wholesale priees for loaf sugar for
French consumption range from 100 francs ($Hl.30) to HO
fl'ancs ($21.23) per 100 kilos (from 8.8 to 9i cents per pound),
these prices comprising all Government charges. The duty or
revenue tax collected by the Government amounts to flfl francs
~$13.31) per 100 kilos, from which about $38,flOO,000 per an-
num are realized by the State. The price of sugar out of bond
for export ranges fl'om 32 francs ($fl.17) to 38 francs ($7.33)
per 100 kilos. 'l'he present legislation has been in force since
18fl3. In previous years, the duty was placed upon l'aw sugar
on the basis of its saccharine properties and richness, and
since the war of 1870 the taxation has about doubled; being
now at its highest point. The trade in France includes eight
refineries.-U. S. Consular Reports.
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SUGA.R MANUFACTURE IN CUBA.
The Syndicate of the Sugar l\Ianufacturers of France sent
their special delegate last year to thoroughly examine the
sugar question of the island of Cuba, and as his report is a
very thorough one, we shall endeavor to give a genel'al out-
line of the same. It is deelared that the general fertility of
virgin Cuban soil is very great and with the exception of Ha·
waii or Java. if has hut few, if any. rivals; even on the most
exhausted soils the sugat' cane may be cultivated without
being replanted and without manure, for three or foul' years.
There does not exist any system of rotation of crops. The
only annual cost consists of a few hoeing'S. On the other hand
soils that are planted with canes for the first time last for
seven to ten years, and in some exceptional cases fifteen to
twenty years. The production of cane per acre on soils that
haw been under cultivation for many years in the pl'ovince of
Havana and l\Iatanzas is 14 tOllS, while on newly opened land
in the south and east this readies an average or 24 or even
more tOllS pel' acre. 'l'he lands in the suburbs of Cienfuegos,
the lll'ovinces of Santa Clara and Santiago. have recently been
Jlut under cultivation. The cost of (~ultivating 32} acres of
land that has been under cultivation for several yeal's was as
follows: Cultivation and plantation, $l,;~OO; cuttirig' and lTans-
pOl'tation. $(;00: cost of cm'e goh'en during den~loplllentof eane,
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$35: cutting and transportation, $300; 2d year cost of cultiva-
tion. $350; cutting and transportation, $300; 3d year, cost and
cultivation, $250; cutting and transportation, $200 or a total
(f $3,000. The average cost of the resulting cane is $2.40 pel'
ton with a small yield; this cost is lower on better soil. The
cane to O'erminate requires moisture and heat; in Cuba the
year is divided into two seasons. the dry and the wet. Upon
gent>ral pl'ineiples it is admitted that the sugar cane may be
l'lanted at any season of the year providing there is sufficient
moisture in the soil. If the weather is favorable the crop from
young canes lllay be harvested a year afterwards, but the
J~eld is only three-qmuters of what it beeomes in subsequent
years. Up to the present vel'y few fertilizers m'e used. '\\Then
the lands are semi-exhausted they remain fallow for a period
of years, to be subsequently taken up. Diffusion is employed
only in some few cases; from a technieal standpoint this
method is perfectly suited to the sugar cane, even allowing
for the faet that sugar contains 10 pel' cent of fibrous sub-
stance, while tIle sugar beet contains only 5 pel' cent, and
for the slightly different composition of the nOll-sugar; it is
very IH'o!Jable that many years hence planters will abandon
theil' cane mills and take up diffusion. 'rhe extraction does
Ilot exeeed G5 pel' cent on an average, and in reality represents
a loss of G5 pel' cent of the total sugar or 2 to 8 pel' cent, The
residuum trash eontains 7 pel' cent of sugar. The epuration
consists of a single defacation and a filtration by filter presses,
nnd sonwtimes by a mechanical system.
Some few faetories use the Ehrmannite nwthod. The masse-
cuites and the molasses from first strike are worked in recep-
tacles such as are used in the German Schutzenbach process.
'rhe capaeity is about a ton of massecuite and a great number
are required. They are mounted on wheels after being filled
are allowed to eool for eight 01' ten hours for first strike. and
two or three days for the second. and the eool eake is detach-
ed by compressed ail'. 'l'he rcsiduum molasses fl'om second
grade sugars is sold to distillprs; however, many fal'i:ories are
now doing their own distillilJO'. Attention is ealled to the
f;:et that the working of the after-products of first and second
p;rade SUglUS has been abandoned in spvl'1'll1 sug'ar faei:ories,
owing to the faet that molasses may be shipped to the United
States at eonsiderable adyantagp, 'l'he Cuban planter ex-
hal'i:s :U~ Ibs, of sugar testing SSe from a gallon of molasses at
50 pel' cent; on the other hand the Ameriean molasses boiler
pxtmets an aYt'rage of ·1.4 IbR.. and furthel'llIore the duty for
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second grade sugars entering the United States is compar-
atively higher than for molasses. The central factories built
during the past ten years, are taken upon the whole, satis-
factory, and ha1'e not suffered much during the war. The
~ugar cane mills, in general, come from the United States, and
:.11'e generally worked by the Oorliss system of expansion, The
triple effects are English or American. Some few factories
have dry ail' pumps with barometic condensol'S. The filter
presses are German or French, very few factories using the
mechanical methods of filtration. The turbines are mainly of
the ",Yeston or Hepworth tJ'pes. which are suspended tJ'pes
and made in the United States. VerJ' little attention is given
to the economical method of utilizing steam, notwithstanding
the fact that nearly all the factories consume coal or wood
beside their trash or bagasse burning, in some exceptional
cases the bagasses meeting the requirements,
Two weak points continue to exist in the Ouban methods,
one the extraction of the juice and the other the working of
the molasses and after-products. Some examples are given
of the l'esults obtained in the first plantation, commenced in
December and endpd in May and working with simple pres-
sure, but with eane shredder;' cane handled 56,700 tons, juice
Hbout 62 per cent, first grade sugar polarized 97; per cent of
masse cuite 68.6; pel' cent of cane 8.7'; second grade sugars
polarized 8D; per cent of masse cuite 33.1; per cent of cane
] .13. In the second factory the cane was worked by diffusion,
50.000 tons having been handled, which gave 4,878 tons of
first !!rade sugar, testing' 96 degs., corresponding to a yield of
9.73 per cent. and average sugar in cane 14 per cent. ",Vhen
the avera!!'e was taken in ten or more factol'ies visited, it was
found that the yield was not more than 10 pel' cent. Cost of
manufactUl'e: For working 80,000 tons of cane by ditIusion
the cost per ton would be $2.50, while in an ordinary Cuban
sugar factory the cost is $1 a ton of cane worked. It must
be said that owing to very faulty systems of book-keeping as
now existing, the exact costs ai'e verJ' difficult to get at. Gen-
eral expenses are very lleavy; upon general principles, the
factories of the island are located in centers at some distance
from easy means of communication. The sugar factories
themselves cost more to build than those of Europe. It must
be noticed that a portion of the general expenses are reduced
by the profits realized in selling the dailJ' commodities to the
hands employed, and in some cases this amounts to a clear
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'L'he keen competition in the sugar industry of late years has
forced the beet sugar manufacturer to do everything possible
to economize and bring the working expenses down as much as
possible. Great attention has had to be directed to every
possible improvement. and the chemist and engineer have had
to exert their faculties to the utmost. Yet it cannot be said
that great and revolutionary alterations Ilave been accom-
plished in the last decade, such as were witnessed in the seven-
ties and eighties.
'fhe beet sugar industry has established itself in many fresh
(-ouniTies, where in former years beet growing and beet sugar
making were unknown. \Ve see today that Sweden, Spain,
Italy, Roumania, Bulgaria, Persia, and Greece have started
sugar factories, and in a very short time some of those coun
nies will not only covel' their own demand for local consump-
tion, but may even appeal' on the export market.
In this latter connection I lllust say that tIle present nego-
tiations respecting the abolition of sugar bounties should
cventually result in a definite understanding and a propel'
proportioning and regulation of the sugar production in the
different eOllntries. The various countries must devote their
attention lllore to the local consumption, which they must try
to increase, and thereby absorb the quantity which in former
times they have devoted to export.
Of late years great scarcity in the supply of fuel has been
felt. This scardty, and the high price of coal, Ilave induced
profit of $20,000 per annum. The diffiGulties of transportation
of sugars, etc., are very great. It is declared.. when all facts
are considered, that if after an interval of five or six years
Cuba is able to manufacture her 1,000,000 tons of sugar, the
American market will be closed for European sugars. Not
only is it possible that the 1,000,000 tons may be made~ but
they may be exceeded. At the present time only one-tenth
of the best land is under cultivation, and of 360 factories exist-
ing before the war there remained only 138 to run during the
campaign of 1898-99; but it is thought 180 or 200 will soon be
nlllning.-Sugar Beet.
By Sigmund Stein, Liverpool, Technical Sugar Expert and
'L'ec1mical Adviser for Raw Sugar Factories and Sugar
Refineries.
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manufacturers to economize the consumption of steam as
much as possible, and I must say that in this particular direc-
tion great improvements have been made. Several. factories
m Russia and Roumania arE; now using their cheap raw petro-
leum, applying this instead of coal in the manufacturing. In
this respect great improvements have been made for finely
dividing and distributing the petroleum in the furnaces so
as to obtain a perfect combustion. There are many systems
vf these petroleum injectors on the market, everyone of which,
of course, claims special advantages.
Improvements have been made in the direction of saving
manual labor as much as possible and replacing it by mechani-
eal appliances.
In late );ears the cost of labor has nearly d01lbled. 'l'his
may be said of nearly every country. But by these improve-
ments, and in spite of the greater cost of labor. thf' cost price
of sugar is now lower than it has ever been.
Kearly everywhere we find in use canals for conveying the
roots fl'om the silos and from the beet stores into the ditferent
factories. This way of carrying is the cheapest. f'asiest. and
the cleanest. ,Vhile on the way from the silos to the factol'ies
the roots are cleaned in these canals. They can work in any
kind of 'weather, have a slight fall, and are supplied with the
waste water fl'om the factory. I may say that these canals
are in their way one of the greatest improvements which have
been made in the last few years.
_ The washing of the roots is done in washing machines,
which in principle m'e the same as those in use twenty years
ago, but one impl'ovement may be mentioned. which is. that
the washing machine is now made with automatic ejection of
the washing water. while nem-Iy all washing machines :1I'e
pl'ovided with stone catehers.
The slicing machines al'e not made much biggel' than they
used to be, but are adapted for producing the !inest sIkes to
, 1'1' the best result in the diffusion. By this a smaller quantity
of juice is produced, whieh has tlw greatest quotient of pllI'ity.
and this is done at a low temperature. Nearly evel'.nvhere
sliees are delivered from the cutting machines by transporters
(either belts or racks) into the ditfusors.
Now-a-days ne:irly every factory possesses an automatic
scale for weighing and registering' the roots which have been
delivered and worked.
'l'he difIllsors have been very much improved. The batteries
consist of 12, 14 or Hj vessels, but the capacity of these vessels
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varies very much. The heating is done by injectors or calorisa-
tors. The emptying of these diffusions is effected at the side or
elt the bottom of the vessel, automatically or not. The closing
of the diffusors has also many varieties of form.
Several factories have increased their capacity so much that
ihey have been forced to put another battery alongside the
first one, in order to cope with the increased work. Patents
have been taken out for emptying the diffusors by compressed
ail'.
The slice presses have received much attention of late years,
and many engineers have improved them so as to bring the
sHees to the highest content of dry substance.
The slice dr.Ying has also undergone great improvement, and
the slices brought to the market have a very clean appearance,
and are not so burned as they used to be in former times, and
£live a better analysis. In this respect the amount of fuel per
cwt. of dried slices has been very much reduced against former
times. These dried slices find a ready market, and are pre-
ferred by the farmers to any other kind of feeding- material.
Coming back to diffusion, it should be mentioned that nearly
everywhere fore-heaters are applied. These are vessels \vhich
hre arl'anged in the form of a batter~', into which the juice is
pumped at a pressure of 1-} to 2 atmospheres. and the juic'e is
('arefully warmed without any risk of the small pipes in whieh
it runs being- choked.
Saturation has not underg-one any radieal ehang-C'. As in
fOl'mer times, in many places lime milk is used, but the quan-
tity of lime is now properly measured. :Many faetories employ
dl'y lime satl1l'ation. Eac'h of these two processes has its good
and bad side, The saturators have a reetang-ul:lI' 01' round
form. but the carbonic acid pipes have been altered so that
tlIPY admit of being cleaned without the man having to enter
into the saturators.
Great attention has been directed to the lime·kiln, as it is
neeessary for good saturation to have a rich carbonic acid gai'l,
and also because coke rose to so high a price. Experiments
have been lately made for using' gas I'oke instead of the old
forlll of coke, and with great success. Many factories pradic('
two 01' three carbonic acid gas saturations; others use two
carbonic acid saturations and one sulphurous acid saturation.
Experiments have even been made to improve the saturation
by a quadruple process.
The filter presses have as many systems as makers. Nearly
fvery engineering firm has its own filter press. These filter
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presses are made nowadays so as to use as little washing
.water as possible, and to save filter cloths. The slime is
emptied from the filter presses into little cars, or sent away
by a pipe into the yard.
The thin juice is evaporated in many new s;}"stems of eva-
porators. We find today not only double effects, triple effects,
quadruple effects, but even quintuple effects, and modifica-
tions of these of great variety.
The high price of fuel has everywhere forced manufacturers
to economize steam as much as possible. It would take too
long to describe the special kinds of evaporators. In this in-
stance I may as well say that there are as many evaporators
on the market at there are engineers, as everyone of them
makes a special kind, and each claims his to be the best.
Many factories filter the thick juice before it is boiled in the
different kinds of vacuums to grain. Attention is directed
towards the production of a strong, hard grain, while at the
same time the yield in first jet is as high as possible. The
j'eason for the latter is that most of this sugar is washed in
centrifugal machines by steam, liquor, 01' water, sugars for
direct consumption being produced. In this way, direct from
the raw sugar, a white sugar ready for consumption is made,
which does not differ in any respect from the refined sugar
Illade with charcoal or any other process.
Most factories now employ large mixers placed under the
yaCUUl1l pans, instead of the little boxes which are still to be
found in a few small and old factories. In this respect, also, I
Illay sa;}" thel'e are almost as many different kinds of mixers
as there are makers.
Great imprQvements have been made with the different
pumps and engines. Several factories have been induced to
<J.dopt electI'icity as the motive power, and are driving tlleir
factories by this agency. Of course, there are a great many
points for and against it, and I cannot go on to discuss the
: dvantages of electrical motors as compared with the old sys-
tem, because it would exceed the scope of this rapid survey.
Gt'eat attention has been paid of late to the working of the
after-products. In former ;rears, after the first working was
fini~hed the factory was closed, and in a short time opened
,:gain; the second product was worked, and after this was
finished the factol'y again closed, reopened in a few months,
i:nd a third product was worked. The residual s,)TUpS running
from the first product were boiled to string and deposited in
large tanks situated in some special part, or in the basement
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vi the factory. In these receivers the sugar crystallised (and
carameIised!) and when this s;yrup was "ripe," the masse cuite
was centrifugaled, and the second product made. 'fhe syrup
from this second product was boiled to a third product, and
so on. Refiners made as many as five products. 'I'his old way
of working has changed, and a good dozen of inventol'S have
taken out patents for doing awaJ' with this old way, and the
~o-called "after-campaign," wllieh was extremely inconvenient
ftnd costly. But in studying all the different patents for treat-
ing the after-products it is very ditlicult to find an ultimate
)'ndieal diffel·ence. They m'e nearly all similar, they accom-
plish the same end by a slightly uilferent method, and it is
onl;)' the faney of the mnnufadlll'er that gives prefel'cnee to
one as against another. The iuea is perfectly correct anu the
underlying principle of them all is that the syrups are evellt-
nally kept in motion by whith the fOl'ming of cI',rstals is facili-
tated.
As alJ'pauy mt'ntioned, there are scores of such lH'ocesscs,
:ullongst tht'm the best kno,vn m'e the process of Stellzel,
Lohlich. Zschde, Claassen, Bock, \VuIif, Freitag, Grosse,
~achs. Abnlham, &c. TIle inn~ntol'i'; use special cOllstructed
\;wuums and special constructed mixers, and employ ail' or
steam which are injected. Some make USe of slllall sugar
uystals whicIl are tIll'own into the syrup in motion. Other
inventors attain tIle same result by careful lJoiling at certain
tcmp('l'atures, and trenting the syrups afterwards in malax-
CUI'S. As mentioned, the main principle is a good one, and
evel',)' numufadm'er can very easily make a lll'O('CSS of his own
and treat the s;yrups according to his ideas in "the way most
suitable to his manufacture.
In former times molasses was mostly used for distilling pur-
poses 01' for the extraction of the sugar by one 01' other of the
knowll molasses extraction processes. Now-a-days a great
quantity of molasses is mixed with ditfel'ent feeding stulIs or
lleutral substances and sold. as molasses fodder. I counted
lately not less than GO such substances which can be mixed
with molasses and used for the manufadure of molasses
fodder.
A considerable quantity of molasses is stilI utilized in ex-
tracting the sugar from them. 'I.'here are many patents for
('xtmction of sugar from molasses. 'I.'hey employ either limp,
har,)'tes, stronin, or lead. Of course it would lead 100 far and
cxceed the limits of this SIIIIIIIIal'Y to deal with and ('ritieizc>.
-*
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THE PHILIPPINE HEMP INDUSTRY.
Among the chief industries in the Philippine Islands is the
gathering and export of hemp, Musa textilis. Manila hemp
is known the world over for its fine quality and its yalue for
making all kindR of l'ope, from the biggest hawser down to
the finest piece of twine, and it would be yery much in order
to deYDte a little of our space to this important featlll'e of Ma-
nila's eommerce.
"1\1anila hemp" is the name inYariably used by the mer-
chanh; of England and America to distinguish it from the
Russian and Indian hemp, which is much inferior. In the
Philippines, howeYer, it is not regarded as a produet of Ma-
nila and districts, but chiefly of the Routhern islands, and it
is called "abaca" with the accent on the last syllable.
rrhe hemp trces of the Philippilws haye been tried to be in-
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rhe different molasses extraction processes, but I will reserve
this for my next paper on the subject.
It is possible to make in a raw sugar works crystals, cubes,
.; nd loaves, of the finest quality. The use of charcoal has been
't'ntir'ely abandoned in such works, and even manJ' refiners do
J,ot emploJ' charcoal at all. It is verJ' difficult to say now-a-
·rlaJ·s where a raw sugar works ceases and a refinery com-
mences. BJ' cm'eful working and bJ' the use of certain ap-
pliances it is possible to boil from the raw juice fine crJ'stals,
.<md bJ' special treatment it is possible to make in this way
, loayes and cubes. The pl'incipal thing is the treatment of tlw
juice and a propel' mechanical filtration. A great improye-
ment has been made with the centrifugals for drJ'ing loaf
sugar. These centrifugals are made now for loayes of anJ'
merchantable weight.
Cube sugar is made according to different methods, and
there are again many patents relating to these methods. 'l'he
pressed cubes hOWeYel', being the cheapest and the easiest
to work, moe gaining ground more and more from day to day.
T haye seen pressed cubes lately which were of Ruch good ap-
pearance that it was yery difficult to distinguish them from
cast cubes. I think in time to come the great distinction be-
tween raw sugar works and refineries will cease entirely and
there will be only one kind of works, namely, such as make
rdined sugar direct from the raw juice, either beet or cane.
But this may come about only slowly in certain quarters.-
Int. Sugar Journal. .
troduced in Borneo and India, but without much success. The
trees grow best on the Pacific slopes of the southern islands.
South Luzon furnishes the best quality and greatest quantity.
The roots of the plants cannot exist in damp soil; volcanic
soil, where the ground is dry, and plenty of moisture over-
head, is esential to getting the best results. Here large planta-
tions are found among the hills with the hemp trees in differ-
ent stages of growth. They require little cultivation; once a
week the native cleaner or gatherer goes through the planta-
tion and does the little weeding that is necessary while in
performance of his duty of cutting and stripping the trees.
The trees are planted from suckers and grow to a height ·'f
ten feet, and from five to seven inches in diameter. In appear-
ance they appeal' to an unpractised eye like the banana tree,
and if these trees were allowed to grow five or six years the;y
would develop a fruit something like a plantain; it is said by
some that this fruit is poisonous.
"When the tree is three years old, then it is the propel' time
to cut it down and strip it of its fibre. This stripping is a
most difficult and important point in the production of hemp
and requires great experience. The native cleaner, as he is
called, goes up into the hill armed with his bolo and a bag of
rice. He enters the plantation and glances to right and left
as he walks along. Experience has taught him to tell at a
glance if a tree has reached the age for cutting. One slash
with the bolo and the tree is cut down close to the roots. The
first thing he does is to plant a cutting or shoot in close prox-
imity to where the tree grew. This is invariably the rule, that
when a tree is cut down another is immediately planted in its
place, so there are at all times trees in different stages of
development. As soon as this is done he strips the plant of its
leaves and commences on the long stalk eight or ten feet in
length. He strips off the extreme outer skin and then com·
mences the real work. In the centre of the stalk is a stout
pith, and around this grow alternate layers of fibre and sappy
vegetable matter. These layers of fibre must be carefullJ
stripped otf the stock at once for fear of them rotting the
fibre. The cleaner in a couple of minutes has cut a small
bamboo tree and made a rough bench. With a bamboo strip
fastened to his knife and that in turn fastened to his foot, he
stoops over to the ground in front and then makes a full back·
ward sweep as far as his arms can reach, stripping a layer of
fibre which he throws off to one side. This is repeated until
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the fibre is all taken off, and aftel' spreading the strippings on
the ground to dry in the sun, he continues to repeat the work
in another spot Whel'eyer he may find a tree in the proper
state of maturity. The work of stripping is heart-breaking
and causes lUany a lame back; even the native who is accus-
tomed to the work finds it no sinecUl'e. A full tree will yield
about one pound of fibre and a native can clean fifty pound;,;
in a week. '1'he length of the fibre is frolU six to eight feet.
The natives are exceedingly independent and work as long
as it suits their conyenience. ,Vhen a cleaner has got what
he considers enough fibre cut, cleaned and dried, he ties it up
and takes it down to market, where he sells it to the middle-
man and receiYes in return tile market yalne of the fibre, '1'h.~
plantation owner l'eceiyes one-half this remuneration and Hw
native keep;,; the othel', and tilis is the only time the planta-
tion owner figures in the whole transaction, i. e., when h,;
gets his lialL He simply watehes to see that lie gets his share.
In tlie ilemp ports, representatives from tile business houses
in Manila buy from those middlemen. They are either Span-
isli, Uhinese 01' nath-e dealers, who collect the hemp and bartcr
witli the natiYe eleaners, using rice as the standard of ex-
cliange.
GRADES.-Ol'dinarily, the liemp arrives here elassified ae-
cording to grades b.y a middleman, bnt sometimes it is sen t
here to be classified and the experienced eye of the merehant
spots at once all defective or injured fibre. '1'he quality dc-
pends a great deal upon the original cleaner and tile state of
the weatlier at the time the tree was cut.
To turn out tile best grade tlie eleaner requires to be very
careful in his stripping and have tlie fibre dried at onCt~,
whereas, if allowed to stand awhile, the fibre loses its fine
color and some of its strength. Hemp is graded aecording to
finenes or coarseness, color, length of fibre and its tensile
strength. The latter depends gl'eatly upon the age of the tree.
The color and coarseness show the quality of the hemp and
this depends, as mentioned above, wholly upon tile cleaner.
VALuloJ.-'l'lle yalue of llemp Yal'ies. It has been known to
be as high as £UO pel' ton and ilien again as low as £14 ster-
ling. The pl'ice fluctuates continually, owing to the war and
the political situation in the Philippines. Tlie average rat..~
per long ton, howeYer, is about £25 or £30 sterling.
'rliere are between 800,000 and 1,000,000 hales of hemp pro-
duced and shipped from this island annually. The United
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SUGAR PROFITS AND DIVIDENDS,
Some months ago the management of the American Sugar
Refining Company reduced the dividend on its common stock
from 3 per cent quarterly to 1i per cent, thus cutting down
the dividend rate on the security from 12 to G per cent per
annum. Since that time a marked change has taken place in
the condition of the sugar-refining industry. 'rhere has been
no formal combination of the American Company and its com-
petitors, but the indications have all been that the trade war
51
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States, acting as a centre for South America, Cuba and Can-
ada, and England as a centre for Europe and Western Asia,
take the bulk of the trade in about even quantities.
The bales are packed by both hand and steam presses, and
weigh about 28 pounds each. They are thus, conveniently
handled. About half a dozen of the shipping houses here do
the bulk of the export trade and, perhaps, forty steamers are
utilized in the carrying of rice to the ports and a return cargo
of hemp to Manila. The handling of the business requires
years of experienee and a long residence in the country, to be
successful in coping with the business methods of the wily
Asiatics~ both Chinese and Filipino.
,Ve all remembel' how in visiting the owner of an orchard
he takes us through his fruit preserves and' can tell every
grade and variety of apple tree. They appeal' to the unprac-
tised eye to be all alike. It is the same with the hemp planta-
tion. '1'here m'e many varieties and the natives showing a vis-
itor through the groyes point out the different grades of trees,
giving its native name and whether the quality is better or
inferior to the ordinary. There are residents here in Manila,
foreign as well as native, who from long experience in hand-
ling hemp, can at a glance judge wldch ports certain bales of
hemp have come from. It is indeed a great business and can-
not be learned in a day.
From the outer layer of a properly matured tree comes the
fhiest of fibre, and if this is carefully cleaned and dried, it is
sometimes used by the natives to weave into cloth. They mix
it with silk and make a sort of Indian mu~lin, in fact it makes
the finest of hemp cloth. Some of the natives in the hemp
growing districts make coarse cloth to wear, while others
make fishing nets, the fibre being exceptionally good for this
purpose, as it is so strOllg.-Manila Times.
----:0:----
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is now a thing of the past. The formation of the National
Company brought the new plant created by the Messrs.
Doscher and some other outside refinery under the control of
a management which, if it can not be described as friendly
to the sugar company, is certainly inclined to work in har-
mony with it and on a profitable basis. In the same way the
sugar-refining business of the Messrs. Arbuckle seems no
longer to be conducted for the purpose of depriving the old
trust of profits from its operations. Trade conditions also
have been favorable to the sugar-refining industr;y. Excep-
tionally large demands for refined sugar have permitted of
successive advances in prices for the various grades of the
article until, as has been already pointed out in these columns,
the manufactories have all been running to their full capacity,
and have evidently been making instead of losing mOl:ley, as it
is gener'ally believed they did during the time that the sugar-
trade war was in full pr'ogress. 1'he margin of profit upon re-
fined sugar is a small one, but its recent amount, taken in
connection with the extent of the meltings, leaves no doubt as
to the substantial character of the gains which have accrued
t;D all the concerns engaged in that branch of industry.
More or less has been heard of late concerning the limited
supply of raw sugar now held by the various refiner'ies and
the possibility that before a new crop of raw came in large
quantities there might be a serious deficiency in the supply,
leading to a curtailment of production of refined sugar, or per-
haps a temporary shutting down of the refineries. This was,
in fact, made the basis for more or less of an exhibition of
stock-market bearishness in regard to American sugar com-
mon stock, though that erratic and highly-manipulated secur-
ity failed to decline very much under pressure exerted on it by
the speculative bears, and, in fact, displayed the presence of
buying support at the weak intervals. In sugar-trade circles
it has been urged that the alleged shortage in the supply of
raw sugar was imaginary and merely represented the 01'-
dirlary reduction of supplies on hand which occurs between
seasons. Large supplies of raw, it is stated, are on their way
to this country, and there wiII be no cessation of activity on
the part of the refineries, except such as may be rendered ne-
cessary for repairs to the plants or by a further slackening of
the consumptive demand. which, though by no means as large
as it was during the height of what is termed the fruit-canning
season, is still somewhat in advance of the customary require-
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ments at this period of the year. Assurances of this charac-
ter would seem to have been effectual in continuing the sup-
port given to American sugar $tock, which remained steady
and seemed to be the object of buying on all concessions.
:0::----
HOW THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ADDS TO
MATERIAL WEALTH.
....
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In the July number of the Rural American, Mr. George Wil·
liam Hill, Editor of the United States Department of Agri·
culture, interestingly reviews several classes of work by
which this Department, in the exercise of its executive func-
tions, has added directly to the material wealth of the coun·
try. "Just.as agriculture," the writer says, "is more than any
other industry the basis of our National prosperity, so, of all
our National Departments, that of Agriculture can be shown
to be foremost in adding indirectly to the wealth of the coun-
try. More than this, however, it may be shown to add steadily
and directly to the Nation's wealth, and that in numerous
ways and to an extent whi('h the average American citizen
does not begin to appreciate."
To illustrate this, 1\11'. Hill cites many well known examples
by whieh the aggregate product of our agriculture has been in·
creased and diversified directly through the instrumentality
of the Department of Agriculture. The material wealth of
the country has been greatly augmented by the introduction
of Fultz ,,,heat. sorghum, rust-proof oats, alfalfa, and various
forage plants. The Bahia, or Navel, or seedless orange, a
source of almost incalculable wealth to the Pacific slope, owes
its adoption in' the United States solely to the Department.
The ravages of the scale insect which at one time threatened
to annihilate the oranf-',e industry of California, was fin~ll'y
cheeked through the introduction from Australia, and the
propagation' in California, of the Australian lady-bird, the
most active destroyer of scale insects. A later service to the
California fruit-growers has added 150 per cent. to the value
of the fig crop by the introduction of an insect which fertilizes
the Smyrna fig with the pollen of the celebrated capri. Of
the $400,000.000 which is estimated as the alllount of damage
threatening all the crops of the "United States through insect
pests, it is believed that fully one-fourth is averted by means
of remedies and preventives discovered by entomologists of
the Department of Agriculture.
The introduction of an improved variety of Japanese rice
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At the recent annual meeting of the New York State Bar
Association, President "-alter S. Logan addressed the gath-
ering on "The Limitation of Inheritance," which limitation he
would place at ten million dollars. Be said:
'bas already added $1,000,000 to the value of our domestic rice
-crop.
A red winter wheat from Russia, tbe BuiIova, has been so
successful in Kansas that already private parties are arrang-
ing to import seed.
The increased production of vineyards through the treat-
ment with fungicides recommended by the Department has
been attested by numerous vine-growers.
. In the case of potato rot. an increase was found in the yield
·of the treated over the untreated of 25 to 50 per cent., and
at trifling expenses.
The extirpation of contagions pleuro-pneumonia of cattle
was the result of unceasing effort on the part of !he Depart-
ment authorities. The value of this senice to the country is
inestimable. Likewise, a saving to the country of from $5,000,-
000 to $6,000,000 every year has been effected through the
prevention of the cattle disease, known as blackleg, by vacci-
nation. Other diseases of animals are being investigated, and,
in many cases, serious losses have been prevented, while re-
duction in maritime insurance on live cattle, as the Depart-
ment's supervision and control of cattle-carrying vessels, saves
to shippers over $2,000,000 a year.
Investigations of soil conditions have shown, among other
things. how to reclaim and devote to profitable use hundreds
of thousands of acres in arid regions which are now useless.
Improved methods have been introduced among the sugar
gro,\vers of Louisiana by which the value of the cane sugar
crop was greatly enhanced; and, in the promotion and en-
couragement of the beet sugar industry, the Department has
also played an important role.
Mr. Hill concludes by saying: "It would be easy to greatly
multiplJ these instances of direct saving or of money returns
resulting fI'om the various lines of worl;: undertaken by the
Department under the organic law which authorizes, and in-
deed requires, the Secretary of Agriculture to acquire and
diffuse, by every means at his command,. information of value
to agr'iculture in the most comprehensive sense of that term."
----:0:
'1'0 LIJJI'I' INHE/UTA.NOE.
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"My subject has nothing to do with the right of a person
to accumulate all he can in his lifetime, and to spend his ac-
cumulations as he will. It relates only to the transmission
of his accumulations by will or inheritance after his death.
"A live man's claim to live in the house that he has built
has its foundation in the best of logic, but the claim of a man
of the right to live there after he is dead, or to dictate as to
who shall continue to occupy it when he can have no more
need of it himself, has no such clear, logical basis. The earth
is barely large enough for the people who are living on it noW.
If it is to be incumbered by the corpses or the spirits or the
testaments of all who have gone before, live people will have
a poor show."
----:0::----
DR. IIfA.XWELL'S PLANS IN QUEENSLAND.
In a report covering an outline of his early operations in
connection with the sugar industry, Dr. Maxwell, the recently-
appointed director, says that he intends at once to proceed to
Bundaberg, the proposed headquarters for laboratory investi-
gation. Arrangements will be matured for building and
equipping at that place suitable laboratories, which shall be
ready for occupation in .January or February. After matur-
ing plans for laboratories in Bundaberg, the director proposed
to pl'oceed to Mackay. In the early part of December the first
assistant chemist is expected to arrive. He, with any junior
asistants, will also' go directly to Mackay to commence and
continue work in the small laboratory belonging to the Gov-
ernment in that place, and until the laboratories in Bundaberg
are ready for use.
The immediate work will be confined chiefly to soil exam-
inations. 'I.'hese will be conducted as follows: Dr. Maxwell
will visit and inspect the lands of the cane-growers in the
Mackay district, taking samples of respective soils and record-
ing all data of place, environment, and past treatment. The
samples will go directly to the laboratory, where all data
bearing upon the chemical nature and requirements of each
soil will be obtained by analysis according to the instructions
and methods of the director. By this combination of inspec-
tion in the field and analysis in the laboratory, side by side,
within a relatively short time, data will be at hand for prac-
tical use in the field. Having furnished material for the lab-
oratory, and having gotten the chemists to work at Mackay,
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the director will return to Bundaberg to supervise the com-
pletion of the laboratories. 'When they are completed the
chemical staff will be transferred to Bundaberg.
The above outline of initial work deals with the practical in-
spection of the lands of the cane-growers and the laboratory
inspection of their soil for the purpose of giving direct advice
in the field. 8imultaneously the directors will make selections
of lands fOl' use as experimental fields, for the purpose of
stud;ying and demonstrating matters such as cultivation, fer-
tilization, rotation, varieties of cane, il'rigation, and other al-
lied questions. Dr. Maxwell thinks the above is enough to in·
dicate the charadeI' of the work to be immediately entered
upon.
The outline of work was drawn up with the express pur-
pose of obtaining data and results that can be at once made
use of in the field. "It must, however, be apparent to any on\~
who has the most elementary grasp of the work embraced by
this undertaking that time will be required to investigate the
great problems in our path, and to reach the more substantiai
and permanent results. The situation, as it is found today, is
the result of want of knowledge and mismanagement during a
course .of many years, and it cannot be changed and remedied
by a word, or by some instant, subtle action, which may seem
possible to such as do not think. The task and end we have
in view is nothing less than the undoing of the results of what
has taken years to do. These results have been calamitous,
and the remedy must not be looked for and counted as th,~
work of a day.
Dr. Maxwell goes on to say, concerning the manufacturing
side of the sugar industl'y. that investigations will folIo,,,"
after the establishment of the system of work for dealing with
the soil and its increase of produetion. The inspection of the
manufactme, howevel', will embrace, in addition to the ordin-
ary routine of sugar-house contl'ol, exhaustive investigations
of cane juices, normal and diseased, and of the action of juice
impurities (especially of diseased canes), and different modes
of juice extraction. upon the economic recovery of the sugar.
These investigations will be carried on under the director's
instructions, ,,:ith the ass5stance of a physiological and bac-
teriological chemist. and will be a special part of the wholl~
subject of sugar-house economy.-Comier.
"
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SE~IAnANG, DUTCH EAST INDIES.
Editor Louisiana Planter:-The General Syndicate of Sugar
Manufacturers in Java, a body where almost all sugar plant-
ers and makers are represented, held their annual congress or
meeting lately. Subjects were treated there and the dis-
cussions as well as the festivities, which followed them,
were a complete success. One of the chief points was the dis-
cussion on the newly observed cane disease, called "dong kel-
lars siekte" or root disease. ,
This disease is spreading rapidly and comes back every year
in the attacked fields. The affected canes wither in a few
days' time already as early as March or April, also in the full
wet season and, on examination, the roots appear deformed
and rotten; the root end of the stalk is dry, lignified and shows
hollow spots. 'l'he real cause of the disease is still unknown
but in the congress it was resolved that Mr. Ramerling, bot-
anist of the 'West Java Experiment Station, who gave a scien-
tific diagnosis of the same, should visit all affected spots and
try to trace the cause of the disease in order to find a remedy
against it.
Other snbjects discussed were the selection of sugar cane
by chemical analysis, already referred to in one of my former
letters; next the advantages and disadvantages of Ross cane·
cutters and of cane shredders; the cause of the inversions of
sugar during transport, steam pipes, transport by rail on
estates, etc.
'l'he congress appointed a commission charged to examine
an invention, made by one of the members, aiming at the sep-
anttion of molasses and clarice in curing first sugars, and an-
othpr to examine the possibility and the opportuneness of
adopting the mptric system in all measures of machinery aftel'
the regulations of the Zurich International Congress of Octo-
ber :3-4, 1898.
The su(~cess of the propagation of cane by seed has been
very great in .lava. and one estate (Kremboeng estate neal'
Sidhoardjo) is to be planted this year entirely with descend-
ants of seedling canes. It ought, however, to be understood
that these estate's canes are not sowed just as onc would sow
corn; for they are planted from tops just as usual, with the
only dilTcrence that the parents or ancestors have been raised
from seed. It would not be feasible to plan t a whole estate
fresh from seed, as it would take too much time and trouble.
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besides that, owing to the great variability of the seedlings,
a had crop could rather be expected than a good one.
There still exists much misunderstanding as to the real pur-
pose of sowing cane in Java. Our rich and beautiful so-called
"Black .Jaya cane" (called "Cristalline" in other countries)
yields heay;y crops of rich canes, having a pure juice, it is able
to stand both drought and moisture and may be kept on the
field for months after its ripening without fear for alteration.
Its onlJ' drawback it its liability to be attacked by the dread·
ful "8ereh" disease and it costs our planters every year huge
sums of money to raise fresh, sound tops. In order to en-
dem'or to save that mOlleJ' several people have imported other
nU'ieties from other countries, hoping to hit upon one that
c()uld combine the excellent qualities of the Black Java cane
with an immunity against "Bereh," which could be propagated
by the tops of the canes cut for the mill as is the method in all
other countries, without needing to have recourse to the ex-
pensin~ fields for planting material. This way of obtaining
new varieties was rather expensive, unreliable and moreover
very dangerous. Fil'st of all it took a lot of trouble to obtain
a few specimens of cane from distant countries and next even
very famous varieties proved to be totally worthless in Java.
Bevel'al times the Lahaina cane, which is claimed to yield as
much as eight tOllS of sugar per acre on the best land in Ha-
waii was carried over to Java but in every instance wa.s quite
an inferior' cane under the conditions it had to grow here, re-
maining small and poor in saccharine content.
Finally the importation of foreign canes is apt to bring
along the introduction of new diseases or new pests as yet
unknown here. As new uiseases or new parasites have their
maximal noxiousness in the first time of their appearance,
when the natural enemies, which kept them in check in their
natiYe country, m'e still lacking the danger exists that an
imprudent impol'iation of a new: variety of uoubtful value
will mean uistruction to our industry.
In order to a,oid all these evils it was tried to raise new
varieties in the country itself, thus saving the expense and
trouble of importlng them and preventing the danger of bring
ing in new diseases 01' animal pests. By cross fertilization of
parents having either a high saccharine content or a heavy
weight 01' an immunity against diseases it could be expected
to raise new varieties of canes combining the good qualities
of the parents, without any risk and heaYy expenses.
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First of all the pl'oper way of sowing cane had to be exam-
ined and the best methods of mising' and mIl'sing the young
plants and next tbe hereditariness of tIle qualities of the new
variety had to be stated in its scions obtained by annual
propagation. 'l.'he results surpassed expectations. Almost
every variety had fertile pullel's and by crossing rich canes
with stl'ong ones quite a host of IlC"W varieties sprung up,
which were rigorously tested. Canes remaining small or thin,
or having a poor and impure juice, were rejected, as well as
those that were attacked by Sereh. From several thousand of
young plants only some few excellent varieties were kept and
propagated in the usual way by planting their tops.
One of our best planters. Mr. l\loguette, of Krem. <-'veng cs-
tate, succeeded in raising a lot of good new varieties. Sonie
of these ripen early, others late, some require a moist soil,
others prefer a dry situation; some of them like a stilI clay.
othel's only thrive in a loose soiL etc. Now :Mr. Moguette
picked them all carefully and has en'ry part of his estate
planted with tops of those varieties of seedling calles that
suits them best. 2\11'. Moguette st-ill goes on sowing ('all(' sl'eds,
but only with a vi(~w to further extend his fiue l'oll<'dion of
superior varieties, whilst his fields are (>xel usi \'ely ph1l1ted
from tops.
----:0:----
Another shipment of pineapples from Jamaica has been
put upo'u the TJondon market, and has eaused a stir in Covent
Garden. They consisted of ovel' 500 paekages of fruits. and
they ",el'e in very fiue condition when tue.'" eaIllC to bUltl.
This forms the second direct shipment into this coun tl'Y. till'
first parcel being sold at priecs ranging from Is (jd to ~s (id
per pine, and the first announcement of which was published
in the Globe at the time. FroIll an inteniew with one of the
largest importel's in the .trade, it would seem that the direct
trade in pineapples, beh....een Jamaiea and London, may no\v
be considered as established on a business footing.-Globe.
----:0:----
The Beet Sugar Gazette has published the results of a com-
parative study of the relative cost of producing cane and beet
sugar. The average shows that it requires twenty tons of cant~
to produce 1.75 tons of sugar, at a eost of $(;2 pel' ton; of beet
ten tons to make 1.07 ton, at a cost of $53.50 per ton. There
is a great difference in results as reported by various coun-
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tries. In Java three tons of cane sugar are obtained from
thirty-two tons of cane; in Porto Rico, one ton fro.m ten tons
Of cane; in Spain, 0.9 ton of sugar from seventeen tons of cane.
In Russia, 1.8 tons of beet sugar is made from 7.2 tons of beets;
in Germany, 1.2 tons of sugar from 12.5 tons of beets.
----:0:----
A. LATE NAVEL ORLNGE?
Alaska boasts that it will add $40,000,000 of gold to the
wealth of the world. Secretary Seward's $7,000,000 purchase,
much ridiculed at the time, was a mighty fine 'investment,
no matter from what standpoint it is viewed.
Now that California has facing it the problem of marketing
more oranges by far' than the United States has ever con-
sumed in one year, a condition which will be presented at a
very early date, if not during the next season, the need of
so producing fruit that it will be marketable throughout the
year is becoming almost imperative, sa;ys the L. A. Herald.
That it is possible for hOl'ticulturists to pick oranges during
every month of the ;year if varieties are selected with that
end in view, is evident, but at the present time the latest
varieties of oranges are not so delicate in flavor as the navel,
and consequently people all tend to grow that variety of
fruit. That no one seems to have yet set for himself the task
of pl'oducing a late navel orange seems rather remarkable.
This is a subjeet which the writer has l'eferred to on several
occasions, but it will stand repetition, for it is of great impor-
tance. - 1'hel'e ar'e navel orange trees growing in the same
orchard in SoutlH~l'n California, side b;y side, under the same
conditions, and one tree each year ripens its fruits six weeks
earlier than its neighbor. It is by no means improbable that
if a careful sem'ch were made through Southern California
navel orange trees eould be found which differentiate nearly
or quite two, 01' even three months, in time of ripening. It
would seem to be acceptable without argument that the
hortieulturist would have very much to gain by having his
orehard divided between early and late navel oranges, and
if it could be found that there were three months' difference
in time of ripening, there would hardly be a month in the year
when navel oranges could not be sent out of California in
IH'ime condition. "While horticulturists are studying the
habits of their trees, this is a point which should be closely
studied.
1If=-------------------------- _.----.--.--------._--.---.~---------------
----:0:'----
SONG OF THE ·SUGAR BOILER.
How to control the San Jose scale is told in Circular No. 42,
United States Department of Agriculture, Division of Ento-
mology. This is of interest to every Califomia grower of
fruit. Get it.
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The United States, says Chauncey 1\1. Depew, with 3,000
ll1iles of ocean from European governmental complications,
will never take a militant part in the rivah-ies, jealousies and
Wal-S of Europe. These very miseries, the wars, make the
United States every year stronger as a financial factor, and
will, I believe, make New York the financial center of the
wodd. Up to two years ago the European cabinets took no
interest in American diplomacy and finance. America was
regarded as a granary in times of poor harvest on this side,
and as a dumping ground for surplus population. Now, no
Cabinet in Emope makes a move without considering what
is the position of the United States in the matter.
Is Russia to control Asia? asks a writer in the Cosmopoli-
(an l\Ionthly, who gives a very clem' statement of tIl(' advance
of Russia southward from the Caucasus and the Siberian
line until her armies are encamped on the northern border
of India; a port lias been secured on the Persian Gulf;
Northel'n China has been brought under the Czar's influence;
railways into Chinese territory have been built; "half a mil-
lion soldiel's are stretched along her frontier, with fully
1,000,000 horses and camels to mount them and suppply pack
iTains for carrying provisions and forage across the desert.
Russian influence is paramount at Teharan, Herat, and
Peking. In another decade French and Russian military lines
will bound India." The wl'iter declares that Amel'ica is the
unknown quantity in the far East. By leaps and bounds her
trade is increasing, while that of England is declining. Active
American business men are penetrating to the farthermost
cornel' of China and Siberia.
[In looking over some old papers-preparatory to burning
them-such as an editor's den always contains, the following
anonymous scroll was found, written some thirty years ago,
by a sugar boiler, who, for ought we know, may now be a
sugar millionaire, living here or in some foreign clime. The
paper is rusty and yellow with age, and its contents are in-
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sel'ted more as a curiosity than for any intrinsic merit. Edi-
tor.] 
Hi! poets all and men of note, 
vVho drive the pen or tune the throat, 
Come, sing of one on whom all dote-
Sugar! 
'When, through the house a din is made 
1'0 fill all eal'S by. cI'ying babe, 
What is it quells the little jade? 
Sugar! 
'Vhat val'ions forms of pills and sticks-
Of candy rings and candy bricks-
In which the rognes so deftly mix-
1'he silly youth that goes to school 
ConsoleH IliIllself beneath the !'lIle, 
'Vith paiIlted plugs of-O the fool! 
Sugar! 
Sugm'! 
'\"hat lIIighty IJower so softc'ns strife, 
So sWt'dem; all tll(, way:,; of life, 
E'Pll almost :;ootlll~S a ~:wolding wife (!') 
Sugar!! 
''"hat IWlkes hig watpr wheels to go 
.. \lld hids great siTPHIllS of water flow 
\\-Iwre'('r- it: will-whether Ol' no'! 
Sugar! 
'Yhat jjpl'tely wakes the glowing fire, 
Make;s lIligh iy engilles speud tlJeir ire, 
,nth heay." e1allk and diu so dil'(~'! 
,Ylta t fOI'lI1S the eveI'lasting talk 
In jlaI'lOJ' fine and rural walk-
Sugar! 
'Ylwt, but thy to,,'pring, magic stalk? 
'Yhat opes uJl beaut\' to tIle sky 
FI'om Hose Ranl'll do\yn to Atoo'~li 
And makeH ITa ",aii look-O llIY! 
. Sugar. 
.. . Bugm'y. 
\\ hat wllltens all the sea with sails 
About these isles, and iills thp mails-
Aye, what alone just now avails, 
And ('an I ever cease to be 
A zealous follower- of tIiee, 
Who art so very sweet to me? 
Oh no, the thought I ('annot bear, 
For sugar making's all my care, 
MOl'eoYel' thou dost pay my fare. 
'Wailuku, Maui, April 19, 1864. 
Sugar! 
Sugar! 
Sugar! 
